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MAKING IT WITH AN&D PRO ’ 
ONE DAMN THI.NG 

a AFTER ANOTHER 

HUGH GARNER 
McGraw-HillfRyerson 

cwh +x95: 293 pa.p 

reviewed by Howard Engel 

HUGH GARNER IS an institution. 
You can’t write about him with the 
same ink you use for others. EIe 
breathes an air of his own, and he 
drinks from a special bottle that is not 
stocked at my liquor store. The 
appearance of his autobiography pre- 
sents a* excellent excusz to crow 
about his career and to look closely at 
the elements that make it up. 

First of all, it has to be said that the 
present book is in many ways unsati* 
fying. He has set the sceoe, sketched in 
the time and the place, and given m an 
inventory of his life: so many days, so 
many books, sll important. sll nece+ 
sary and in order, but imperfect. The 
st3ge is set for the star to enter. We are 
titillated,expectant. and in the end di+ 
appointed because we wil! have to wait 
for another, more nearly perfect book. 
There is more to the trick than know- 
ing how it is done. 

The difticolty is in the book’s 
origins. It began as notes to help the 
promotion department at McGraw- 
Hii set the record straight about the 
writer’s tan&d publishio~ history. 
Now incorporated into the autobiogra- 
phy, they give it an onsatisfyii tex- 
ture. The joumsltst’s who, what, and 
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where are there, but the why is often 
missing. The facts, just the facts, 
n&m, fail to illuminate the writer 
from within. Another part Of the 
book, a more successful aspe$ is the 
memoir of his Spanish War adventures 
recalled on a return visit 22 years later 
and written originally then for Star 
Iv&Q., This three-part section has a 
richer texture, more reflection, more 
insight than much of the rest, which is, 
cobbled together with eight pages Of 
pictures. a fine biiogmphy and no 
index. This is carping, perhaps, but 
Gamer deserves better at Gamefs 
hands. Let Otze L&m Thing After 
Another be treated as an appioach to 
autobiography, to be followed by 
other, deeper memoirs, each coming 
closer to the real man. For 293 pages 
isn’t enough to encompass a Gamer. In 
all the varied characters he has created, 
from the corvette crew of Storm Be 
low to the school-marm tourists in 
Viokztion of the Vi&s, he hasn’t hit 
upon as interesting or as reticent a 
character as Garner in the flesh. 

In’lhe autobiography we can fmd 
material for drawing our own’picture 
of the writer. Certain things have to be 
said. He is a phenomenon, a pro- 
fessional in a sea of amateurs, one of 
the few Canadian writers of his genera- 
tion to produce a body of work. At 
60, he can look back on 15 published 
books, short stories in 75 anthologies, 
and 436 pieces of occasional 
joumalii~. There is hardly another 
writer io tbe country who can match 
that volume. As for quality, his best is 
very good indeed. Silence on the Shore 
and CabLwgetown, respectively his best 
and his best-selling books, have stood 
up over the years and are an important 
part of the country’s fmest fiction. In 
the realm of short-story writing, 
Garner has few peers. He is no 
Dostoevsky, much more of a Des 
Passes. He is perhaps tbe least intellee 
tual of Canadian writers of his genera- 
tion but the most intuitive. His forte is 
not reflection but heightened observa- 
tion. He is a master of the senses. He 
can put you anywhere and make you 
look at the sole ofyour shoe it’s so rwl. 

Behind every page of Gamer lies 
the strict morality of the transplanted 
Yorkshire Protestant who grew up 
amid the rundown houses and room- 
ing-house curtains of .Cabbagetown, 

the genteel ghetto, “the largest Anglo- 
Saxon slum in North America”. In 
Cabbapztown, when the hero discovers 
that his old flame has become a pmsti- 
tute, his disapproval comes frqm a 
moral not a socio-political base. A 
more blatant example occurs in 
&sent Reckoning. The moment Carol 
jumps into bed with her lover, break- 
ing her wedding vows for the first 
time, the baby, left unattended at 
home, suffotites in his tib. Moral 
values have changed, and it is well to 
remember that at the time this was 
written Hollywood’s Hayes Oftice 
kept alive the myth that married 
Ame&ans slept in twin beds. 

\Vhile some aspects of Present Reo 
konings have dated, the book, which 
no one would argue was one of his. 
be&still gives a picture.of this country 
returning to ciwy street after the-war.. 
Storm Below was the fist novel about 
the Canadian navy, and stands along 
with ?‘kwey and a small handful of 
books, including James Benson 
Nablo’s unjustly neglected The LOW 
November, ‘which vividly showed 
Canada in World JNar II. 

But it is not on his war novel: iat 
bis reputation rests. Ask anyone and’ 
you will be told that Garner is the 
poet of +e city, and the city is 
Toronto. There is a great deal of non- 
sense prattled about Gamer, and this is 
typical of it. Gamer may himself re- 
present the Anglo-Saxon slums of 
Toronto grown articulate, but as sub- 
ject matter, C&ghan got there first; 
and a fast look at Gamer’s biblio- 
graphy shows that be gets around: 
Stornr Belowtakes place in the North 
Atlantic sod lo St. J&n’s; “The 
Magnet”, on6 of those much-aotholo- 
gized stories, is set in northern Alberta 
“One Mile of Ice” is laid in the 
Rest&u&e River country of New 
Brunswick, just as Vancouver Island is 
the setting of “The Moose and the 
Sparrow”. The ‘Violation of the Vir- 
pins” occurred in Mexico, and, there 
are Peris and Spanish stories too. That 
his greatest success has been in sh&- 
iog &meters against a setting of 
Toronto streets is often made to look 
as though he never treated any subject 
outside Toronto’s city lhnlts. But the 
triumph. of Gamer’s Cabbagetown 
stands. His genteel Bnglish shuns rival 
CaUaghan’s dark Irish ghetto. 
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Gamer’s people tell somethingabout 
the writer. They stand out from the 
background as individuals; he never as 
far as I can remember treats humanity 
in the abstract. He never speaks about 
“the masses”, “society”, or any other 
intellectual figment. He has a senti- 
mental side. He likes bums, cops 
whores, desk clerks, waitresses, bar- 
tenders and drunks who come out of 
the woodwork when the sun goes dbwn. 
He has always been partial to beat-up 
newspapermen, has-been writers trying 
to crawl out of a gin bottle. And if he 
di&$t invent the whore with a heart 
of gold, he has given her rump a 
patronizing pat. 

Every novelist is accused of being a 
charsLet in his own books. So what 
else is new? Gamer has. done most of 
the things he writes about. He lost his 

innocence in the same place Cabbage- i 
town’s Ken Tiiing did, a place now 
marked by a cement monument called 
the Don Valley Parkway. He writes 
about Acadians and is married to one: 
He knows what it is lie to wake up in 
a strange jail with an empty wallet. He 
knows all about bottles be paper bags 
and- ionely hotel rooms. Hugh Garner 
says that be gets nameS for his charac- 
ters from the telephone book. But 
names Iii Garfield Mason and Morley 
Hadley (both from &sent Redofling) 
didn’t come from Mother BeU. And 
Gordon Lightfoot, the sodden under- 
taker from Silence on the Shore, leas 
his name changed to George in a later 
edition. 

He always has been a profe’ssionel. 
His knockabout Ufe.at odd jobs, his 
adventures in Spain and in the navy, 
all led to tlie chair in front of the type- 
writer. Being a writer has for Garner a 
special meaning that isn’t defmed in 
One Lbunn l%ing After Another. In 
it thae is something of the fascination 
slum kids have with hockey stars and 
prize fighters. If you’re a leading con- 
tender, you. don’t have to punch a 
clock at the factory or live under a 
leaky roof with the stench of a 
hundred years of mouse dirt under’the 
stairs. Gamer, a Grade 10 dropout. 
from an East End technical school, 
with a mnisbed father, saw his only 
way out, and he grabbed it. The prd- 
per placement of commas could be 
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WHEN WE WEEE very young and a 
so-cent auowance felt Iike a lot of 
money in our jeans, we devised all 
kinds of ways to cheat the system. On 
Saturday afternoons. for Instance, 
when the latest BepubIic western was 
playing at the neighbourhood movie 
theatm, we would all ch!p in to pay 
for one admission. Then the rest of the 
gang would sneak in through a nar 
emergency exit unlatched for us by 
the inside man. If our conscience ever 
bothered us, we would ration&e that 
at least one paii of eyes had paid to 
see how Joel McRea d&t bite the 
dust again and that should have been 
enough to keep Republic from going 
broke. 

Well, Republic eventually did go 
broke and most of us grew up to 
become reasonably honest adults who 
don’t even cheat on our income-tax 
returns. We eithex cough up the four 
bucks to see Last Timgo or we don’t 
go at all. Why is it, then, that so few of 
us am willing to pay $5.95 to buy a 
book? 

If you have read this far, you are 
almost certainly among the one in four 
Canadians who Statistics Canada tells 
us reads mom than eight hours a week. 
Furthermore, you have probably 
dropped in to your local public library 
within the last few weeks and 
borrowed - at no direct cost to you 
and at a sliit indirect cost only if you 
are a ratepayer - some of the books 
that make up your weekly reading 
fare. A surv9 we conducted last 
December with funds provided by the 
Secretary of State as part International 
Book Year (the detailed results of 
which are still being pondered by an 
over-worked computer) shows that 
71% of our readers visit a library at 
least once a tnonth and 60% do so 
several times a month. 

By borrowing those books, we am 
cheating authors out of pati of their 
just monetary &ward for their creative 
labours. Moorally, we am still sneaking 
in the rear exit for our entertainment 
- albeit that in this case the insIde 
man- is a perfectly respectable 
municipal agen9. Consciously or 
unconsciously, we are adopting the 

puerile attitude that authors, uulike 
dentists or bassoonists, am all 
dilettantes who do what they do for 
the sheer artistic fun ofit, that titers 
recsive gratification simply by being 
read. 

Today’s writers, however, am not so 
easily gratified. Far from. it. Even 
thaae who are comparatively well off 
are becoming incensed with the 
situation. They are beginning to see 
libraries as their .mortal enemies. 
Hem’s what Robertson Davies had to 
say when we asked hbn what Canadiati 
writers waot: 

What I want I’m not going to get. 
That is, more people who actually 
buy booltr in (Lnada. A whik. rgo I 
met P woman at a party who was 
wuring what my MC told me was 
the most superb mink coat she had 
werteaninhsrlifrLThts~an 
sxid, “Oh, Mr. Davtes, I’m so loo!&# 
forward a, nadiq YOU book but 
youknowthelktinmylibrarytsso 
lot& I don’t know when I’m going to 
pt ft.” Wo heu so much propaganda, 
an cnomtou* amount of it horn 
bbnrians, about the marvels of our 
libw system. But nobody sezms to 
fan the act that our libmy syyrtem 
chakuautharh 
The answer, of course, is some form 

of royalty payments on books 
borrowed from public libraries. Them 
are obvious administrative problems 
to be solved and librarians wiU clear- 
ly be required to do a little mtra 
bookkeeping. In Britain, where Sir 
Alan Herbert spent the last 20 years of 
his life fghting for library royalties, a 
proposed scheme is stii mired in 
controversy. But as Davies says. it is 
surely not beyond the wit of mao to 
devise a fair and practical system. 
Indeed, Sweden and New Zealand have 
already done so. When the embryo& 
Canadian Writers’ Union meets again 
this month, a plan for Canada is bound 
to be high on the agenda. We will 
discuss the details in a future issue. 

Meanwhile. the writers’ cause must 
be supported by all of us. If we can’t 
be persuaded to pay our way by 
actually buying books, we should at 
least stop sneaking in the back door 
for free. Canadian literature has 
reached a healthy maturity. It’s tbne 
Canadian readers grew up too. 

DOUGLAS MARSHALL 
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THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED 
POLICE 

A Century of History by Nora and 
Wiliiam Kelly. The only complete his- 
tory of the celebrated Scarlet Force; a 
superb gift. Here is a vivid and autho- 
ritative account of the episodes and men. GENTLE PATRIOT 
who have earned the RC!MP its unique 
and high reputation. 60 illustrations; 
4 map*. 0 10.00 

A Political Biography of Walter Gordon 
by Denis Smith. A maior study of 
Gordon’s stormy career as an 
outspoken Canadian nationalist in PO-. 
litical and public life, his intluencc on 
contempor&y Canadian affairs and the 
foreign ownership debate, and a remark- 
able, distinctly different account of the 
Pearson years. Illustrated. $10.00 

SITTING BULL 

The Years in Canada by J:W. Gram 
Ma&van. The four-year sojourn of 
Sitting Bull and his four thousand Sioux 
warriors on Canadian soil - a dramatic 

’ but little known episode yet one that 
would have a significant effect on the 
course of Canadian history. Heavily 
iilustrated. S&95. . 

WILLIAM PARKER 
MOUNTED POLICEMAN 

edited by Hugh Dempsey. ‘The previ- 
ously unpublished letters and journals of 
one of the RCMP’s Old Originals; a rare 
bottom-up view of the Force’s early his- 
tory by a natural raconteur. Illustrated. 
$7.95. 

THE DOWNFALL OF TRMLAHAM 

by Marhrs Barbeau. A classic of native 
Canadian literature in a handsome fat- 
shnilie edition with a new introduction 
by George Clutesi. Illustrated in &our 
with reproductions of works by A.Y. 
Jackson, Emily Carr and others $9.95 

. 

SELLOUT 

The Giveaway of Canada’s Energy Re- 
sources by Philip Sykes. A hardhitting 
exposure of the inept handling of 
Canada’s resource development. Sykes 
shows that government shortsightedness 
and political opportunism has cost us 
some of our most valuable natural rw 
sources and that we are on the verge of 
greater, irreversible blunders. 
$2.95 paper; S8.95 cloth. 

CANADA EH TO ZED 

A Further Contribution to the Continu- 
ing Quest for the Elusive Canadian Ident- 
ity by Menyn J. H&on. author of The 
Great Canadfan Lover. A hilarious but 
all-too-true picture of Canadians, their 
virtues and their vices IBustrated by 
Roy Peterson. $5.95. 

FINE CAN4DIAN BOOKS FROM HURmG PUJ3LIWER!VBDMONTON 
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! BOB 
SHORT< 

AND ALL 
STANFIELD 

GEOFFREY STEVENS 
McClelland & Stewart 

cloth $10; 279 pages 

E&W& by Tercnce Filgate 

1T WOULD REQUIRE the skill of a 
theologian countins angels on the head 
of a pin to write truthfully and with 
balance about a living politician - 
especially when the subject has his 
foot almost wedged in the ddonvay to 
power. Geoffrey Stevens struggles with 
the elusive form of Robert Lome Stan- 
field. In 266 pages of text we get it all, 
ancestors of ancestors, early life, 
schooling, entry into politics, rise to 
power in Nova Scotia followed by all 
the scurrying in the woodwork to 
deliver him as national leader of the 
PCs in 1967. Thirteen pages of index 
include 72 references to Camp, Dalton 
Kingsley; 12 to his brother-in-law; 59 
to Diefenbaker, John; 32 to a 
McDonald, Ernest Finlay; and 22 to 
MacDonald, Flora IsabeI. The struggle 
to power - it is all there, laid out in 
great detail; as to who phoned whom 
from where and what hotel at what 
time, the surface trivia of perhaps 
signitieant events. 

But something is missing and in a 
way it is summed up by the only 
photograph in the book - the one on 
the cover. It’s the one the media men 
from the Foster and Camp advertising 
agencies lied and used as a campaign 
poster. It’s of Robert Stanfield but 
does not really look like him, a sort of 
“now you see the man, now you 
don’t” image. The bones are them 
yet the spirit is absent. Stevens has 
interviewed everyone he could end 
yet it is inevitably calculated talk and 
them is no sense of perspective, *o 
interpretation of events. The book 
tells you more than you might ever 
have wanted to know about Stanfield 
and the wheelings and dealings of the 
Tories in a chronology of events, and 
in some s&Ions is almost a camp 

hagiography. What ti not come 
through is the true nature of politics 
and the political animals who surround 
a man on his way up, hoping to live 
off the avails - the “game” as it is 
called, where only victory and the 
sweet fruits of success matter. In this 
book, except for well-defmed enemies, 
the characters are a band of happy 
brothers with hardly a shin kick or 
stumble on the road to power. 
Eulogies tempered with brave little 
riders are delivered; anecdotes pro- 
liferate. Yet Robert Stanfield remains 
eludve, lost in unnecessary padding. 

Stanfield is a complex and com- 
plicated man, that rare thing in 
Canadian politics, an inteBectual. But 
he is also a man twined in the pro- 
vincial simplicities of a Nave Scotia 
with its well-established hierarchies, a 
province conditioned by mud 
xenophobia to the rest of the country 
and a tradition of forelock tugging. 
The projection with seeming 
reluctance onto the national stage 
must have been a swift crash through 
some sort of cultural sound banier 
where the rules learned in the Marl- 
times nd longer seemed to fit in the 
right sort of way. It was a party where 
Yahoos, quivering with lemming-like 
fantasies, rose to bite the hand elected 
to lead if not feed them; a party where 
the West was for tbe big C and some in 
the East for the P, even if only a small 
OIU?. Only a man of Robert Stan&M’s 
infmite patience and cunning could 
have lead this motley crew almost 
through the doorways of power. 

*+d that is what is missing from 
Geoffrey Stevens’ book, a critical and 
real sense of Stanfmld the man - a 
man who could drive himself and yet 
in the beginning not demand firstclass 
staff work from others, a man with a 
brilliant mind and intellectual capabili: 
ties who could surround himself with 
mildly second-class citizens, perhaps a 
hangover fmm Nova Scotian days and 
ways. Consider Stanfield’s abiIity to 
learn, to examine every point of view, 
his doggedness in going about the 
country getting to know his turf with 
an indifferent or derisory press looking 
011. Allow for his contadlctions, bIs 
apparent inability clearly and simply 
to state a position to an audience. 
Remember his tremendous patience 
with people, even knaves and fools,’ 

KAKABEKA - 
BOTKS 

3* fmmc 

(AKABEKA Publishing Co. Ltd. 
100 Youga St., suite 709, 
romnto, Ontario M4PZGS 
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BESTSELLER LIST 

JOURNEY TOIXTLAN 
The LeSsmtS of Don Juan 
Cador Cartaneda 
After 2’2 weeks on the Canadian best- 
seller list In hardcwer. JOURNEY 
TO IXTLAN Is ww available In 
paperbxzk. This powerful and extls 
ordinw book mmpletm Carlos 
Castanaeda’s trllofly on the teachines 
cd Don Juan. A vision of the world 
that is both a litemry masterpiece 
and B gateway to a new and more 
profound way of thinklng about our- 
selves. of Ilvlng our own Iii 
JOURNEY TO IXTLAN is destined. 
like its predece~~n, to be 811 err 
during classic. “. . . castaneda IS a 
brllllant, self-mocking and - one 
BSN~BI. truthful sMp/teller. The 
acmunt of his apprenticeshIp to Don 
Juan . . . makes hypnotic read- 
ing...“- TIME MAGAZINE. 

psper3350 

lMUSSON 
BOOK COMPANY 
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yet his ability to be ruthless if neces- 
sary. Add his v&y real sardonic wit 
and charm with people face-to-face, 
coupled with an innate reserve and 
shyness, andhls lack of impetuousness. 
(It would be hard to imagine him 
initiating the War Measures Act and 
splitting the natlon for immediate 
@IL) And what emerges isa portrait of 
a man with ingrained honesty and 
integrity, a sort of total anti-flashy 
personality. 

AU this the book misses in trying to 
hype things up into an exciting story. 
Robert Lome Stanfield is not an excit- 
ing man - but he is a good and able 
man who would make a stable and 
confident Prime Minister, perhaps a 
much better one than we have a right 
to expect. 0 

winning film C&-TV producer 
who wes educeted at Oxford and now 
teaches part time at York Untverslty. 
From time to ttme he has had a 
worm’s_eye view of vertous polfticel 
cemplrlgnr 

RIPPLES 
AND WAVES 
CLOUD NINE: Vancouver 

Island Poems 

Edited by ROBERTSWARD 
Soft Ress, vmlwuver 
cloth $7. W. pqxr $195 

THANKS FOR A 
DROWNED ISLAND 

AX BAILEY 
McClelhntd di Stewert 

cloth $195 
. 

revlewd by Hatts Werner 

THE REVIEWRR HAS a problem: to 
give his own immediate reaction; or to 
attempt a judgment of the quality of 
the poem. The latter case is an attempt 
to second-guess thne, an undertaking 

‘not only ftitless but also the easiest 
way of making an ass of oneself. In the 
former, the immediate reaction is 
prejudiced. These thoughts were 
inspired by CloudNine, a collection of 
poems from Vancouver Island. 

.__ __.~ -- 

They .are mostly good poems of 
their sort; and for those who do not 
suffer from my prejudice, the book is 
probably well wore the invcstmcnt. 
Me, however - I’m bored. I am weary 
of confessional trifles, unlass ex- 
ceptionslly w&axpressed. I keep 
wishing that the best of them were 
subsumed in a larger poem that would 
allow the poet to squeeze a deeper 
revelation and significaoce out of the 
poeticized event; I ask for a broader 
perspective and the detachment of 
contemplation. This is not necessarily 
a comment on the quality of the 
poems; my bo?dom is a result of the 
plethora of the stuff that we get now- 
ad9s: it doesn’t go anywhere - and 
the way Of getting then is not always 
so very interesting. 

ti best works for me, in this col- 
lection, are Parle Bimey’s “For My 
Nagoyan Love”, Sean Virgo’s “Fox 
Pike Dirge” and Gary Geddes’ “Spring 
Ferry to Ward’s Island”. I am tempted 
to include Jeremy Boultbee’s “Going 
to the Station”, were its stark sim- 
plicity not marred by some rather 
heavy-handed imagery. Most intriguing 
of aU, however, is the strange in- 
cantatory quality of Susan Musgrave’s 
work. This contradicts my admitted 
prejudice, but then only a dullard 
would be consistent. 

While A.G. Bailey’s Thanks for e 
Drowned Islend does. to some extent, 
have a broader perspective and the 
detachment of contemplation, it ls, 
unfortunately. a bit short on the 
poeticized event: the tension of reali- 
ty. He is best wh6n he worksin a rl@d , 
form as in “Isobel” and “The Winter 
Mill”, and he is even better when he 
submerges himself in his imagination 
as in “Mimmachi Lightning’ and 
‘Algonkiao Bud@‘. The latter, io- 
cidenta]ly, is a wry fine poem indeed. 
It is stark, simple, and opens your eyes 
to a visceral knowledge of death. 

At times I suspect Bail9’s generous 
use of nautical jargon, as it intrudes 
into the more “elevated” tone of his 
work. However, this criticism does not 
apply to “Tatters”, one of the finest 
poems in the book, in which a revela- 
tion is successfully externalized in the 
description of reality. 

The imagery is permeated with the 
salt-spray of the Atlantic, and .the 
themes are often histodcal. The Ma& 
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times are one of the few places in 
Canada where tradition and history are 
always and immediately present. For 
those who have never been there, 
Bailey’s book should open some in- 
teresting doors of awareness. q 

Hans Werner, a former acror, is own 
L. poet. playwright and CBCscript- nter 

working in Tormito. 

PEOPLE 
.TRAPS 

WOMEN AND CHILDREN 
BETH HAR VOR 

Oberon Press 
pp.9 $3; 164 pa&es 

BLOODFLdWERS 
WD. VALGARDSOA’ 

Oberon &ss 
~+~$295:12Zwy 

SHORT STORIES may have lost their 
popularity but Oberon. continues to 
publish short tiction by relatively 
unknown people. These first coilec- 
tions are modest editions with uneven 
quality. 

Both Harvor ‘and Valgardson have 
published stories in reviews and 
journals; each had a story in The Best 
American Short Stories of 1971. Sur- 
prisingly, both write from the same 
theme but with the different stresses 
of background and locale. Valgardson, 
in particular, draws heavily on the 
small Icelandic community of his 
\Vinnipeg youth. 

For Valgardson entrapment is in 
the form of nature - the demands of 
land or water - that &aim his work- 
men characters to the drudgery of 
their nets and tackles. His people are 
day Iabourers or immigrants, brooding 
in their inability to communicste their 
feelings, confined by circumstance and 
trapped in silence. 

Valgmdson’s stories are direct. Virit- 
ing of the desolation of the far North 
he has pared his style to the bare 
minimum. He writes from the out- 
skirts. Middleton. Manitoba and god- 
forsaken fishing villages become 
suspicious, shadowy places, peopled 
by superstttious, meager canadians 
who are not Iii the rest of us. 

_ ::. . 

AU of V&ardson’s stories are f&d 
wRh the ironic effects of survival. An 
arthritic pensioner in “Bloodflowers” 
(the title story and by far.the best) can 
say, “Getting shot was the best thing 

.has ever happened to me.” But in less 
successful stories he shies away from 
involvement. Many of his stories, al- 
though manageable in their simplicity 
and unity, are incomplete. 

Havor is basically the more com- 
plex writer of the two. Her people, 
Women and Children, are multi- 
layered, chatty, slightly neurotic 
women trapped in the roles of lovers, 
widows, mothers and danghters. 
Enclosed by family or husbands, they 
are busy looking for the way out. I” 
the meantime they succumb to or 
scream at convention. 

Many of her stories are hardly as 
imuch stories as they sm finely draw” 
character sketches. Even in her short- 
combrgs, Havor shows she knows what 
good story-telling is. Her characters, 
obsessed with the small details of their 
lives, play out the pageantry of their 
minds, all the while trying to decide 
whether to throw out jewelry or 
vacuum rugs. 

Havor may choose to write about 
women but her stories are about 
people. Intimately, effectively, she 
invades the “rinds of her characters 
and has thein ““wind their lives to us. 
Almost as an explanation for her 
interest in the quiet, bidden sides of 
people, one of her characters 

‘confesses: 

l’sometimer felt my world pusbed to 
P Point I could hardly bus. and then 
I bad to paint a very great deal to 
relieve tbc burden I cartied in my 
c&d-in inner oyc I don’t know 
whctc tbeac people umtc from, tbcsc 
purple that I pa@L 

Both Harvor and Valgardson have 
written some very fine stories. They 
have also written some they seemed 
compelled to finish. For Harvor they 
are poignant Sunday-afternoon stories 
that have lo& their intensity and for 
_-. ~. 
Valgardso” they are neat, streamlined 
ones with predictable reactions. 

Whatever their shortcomings, these 
unpretentious books show there is still 
a place for tbe short-story writer. The 
stories are brief, incisive glimpses at 
other people’s lives and our own. 0 

Mnncy Naglin is II Toronto ~ieelance 
writer wfio also r.%iews’ for the 
Toronto Star. 

Christmas . 

is coming.. . ! 

Raymond Rsld 
THE CANADIAN STYLE 
roday and Yesterday 
‘n Low, Work. Play and Polittcs 
compiled by CaMdian Raymond Reid, 
this unique book of excerpts is a study 
ti the Canadian character in BRion - 
:he Canadian way of doing tbingsl A rict 
:heraurus of comment from a varies 01 
iounes, including immigrants, visitor? 
md by Canadians themselves, An imagi 
lath% often humorous, book that eon. 
ains fresh historical material of in_ 
D the adult reader and invaluable rp 
aurce material to the student. 

%ommn WiMer 

I-HEOPHILUS NORTH 
rncc mere this dIstinguished writer de 
nonstmtes the diversity of his talent - 
witi a com.mntly entertaining and 
hwght pm-mking novel about a part- 
Ims Freti tutor and tennis coach BJ its 
MO. 

a.15 

THE AMERICAN- 
NTERNATIONAL ENCY- 
ZLOPEDIA COOKBOOK 
ihis dWxe illusarat6d edition b a library 
If moklng knowledge in one .at& 
mcompassing volume. Over 8,000 reci- 
ES, 2,000 illustmtions, 48 in mlour. 
024 pager $11.45 

ilcw C#nadisn Edith 
rUNK St WAGNALLS 

STANDARD COLLEGE 
DICTIONARY 
RSVkedand updtued. 
“For a dictkyy ~4 bandy she, I- finr 
th$bpnB syrismgly ample II 5O.WO en 

. . . Kildan Dobbs. Toronto gtel: 
Thumb-indexai SR9t 

Awilable at Better Booksm?es 

Fitzhepry & Whiteside 

150 Lesmill, Don Mills, Ontario 
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LAUGHTER . The bwt, rhe very last, 
so rfchly, br~btly. kf~zzIbz& 

THE LAST BUTTERFLY P~aye 
. . . . 

MICHAEL JACOT That butrerjly was the bzsf one. 
McClelland Br Stewart ~utrerjlrsr don’r live in here, in 

c&h $7.95; 221 p4gcr fble ghem. 

The novel’s story takes place in 
review& by Kay Burkman Czechoslovalciaandthemainsettingisa 

concentration camp called Terezin 
where thousands of Jews were 

WE HAVE ALL heard of the human persecuted by the Nazis. It is based on 
horrors performed at Auschwitz a tiuc account of a clown who w&s 
during the Nazi regime; some of us forced to make children laugh on their 
have seen them. For thbse of you who way to the gas chambers. 
lived it or for those who feel you may “The trick was to keep their minds 
have missed something, Michael Jacot on tomorrow. To pretend that there 
(English-born with a PhD from would always be a tomorrow. A 
Toronto) has written a new book tomorrow .many years ahead.” This 
called The Lost Suttuflv. The title is ’ was the philosophy of Vera, a Jew and 
adapted from the poem, “The unofficial teacher to the children. Dr. 
Butterfly”, written by a man who Weinburg applied his medicine andhis 
was gassed at Auschwitz during World ability to 6rganize the childien for 
War IL their n&mum physical comfort. 

31:. 

Antonin. the clown, made them laugh 
and discovered a truth in the process. 

I’ic thinking how funny it Is tc be 
happy at a time like this. 

The answei came: - 

what batkr time is then to be 

happy? 

Lagerkommandant Bfirger. a Nazi 
ofticer, supervised the concentration 
camp of Terezin; he received his orders 
from Berlin and carried them out mth- 
lessly. It fell to Biirger to organize a 
cover-up campaign for the Nazi crimes 
when a Red Cross delegation would 
make an inspection. Thousands of 
Jews were r&moved from the over- 
crowded camp and sent to the gas 
chambers; green grass, entertainment 
and candy for the children’ were 
brought in; actors portrayed free and 
happy _citizens roaming the stieetf. 
After it was over, Bilrger recognized it: 
“who in hell do we think we’re damn 
well deceiving?” 

This is a story of self-discovery and 
wIU interest both the sentimental and 
the sophisticated ‘or philosophical 
reader. I suggest that the latter, how- 

.k;zl’en 
THE RAREN MAGNUSSEN STORY 

MiUhnr of Canadians watched as Kata Magnus~ 
skated to the top of the world at nratir1avs in 1973. 
All the rpkndm and excikment of iha women’s 
world champknshlps come alive in the pages of 
KAREN! 

KARRN! was written by awardkbudng sportswriter 
Jeff Cross and Karen Mag~~ssen. To@hcr they 
eaptun the personal and public sln@es, joys and 
pans of tbc making of a gold medabst 

A”&ble in &-size paperback, 210 page.5 with 
70 photognpbs at $2.15. 

Available from COLLIER-MACNULAN CANADA 
LTD., 1125B L&k SL. Don Milk, Ontario M3C ZKZ. 

A JCAREN MAGNUSSEN ‘.’ 
JEFTCROSS : 
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ever. await the possiblity of the Certainly there was a great deal of 
author’s fdm version. Jacot’s use of. cameraderie and innumerable acts of 
words is reasonably honest and econi 
mica& but certain visual descriptions 
tend to cloy on the narrative. For 
example: 

There were smm? spamnvs pecking 
away st the crumbs of bread which 
fcIl on the cobblestone road as the 
cooks broke bread for the old people’, 
SOUP. 

While such observations may be legiti- 
mate and even obligatory, they veer 
toward abstraction and cliche on the 
page (3psrrows peckii’t, “crumbs of 
bread”, “cobblestone mad”, “bread. 
for the old people’s soup”); they are 
bettt left to the camera’s more objec- 
tive eye. 0 

Kay Burkman Is B Saskatchewan-born 
wtiter who graw up in Edmonton and 
now &es in Toronto. 

MEMORIES 
IN THE 
DAWN 

DOBRYD 
ANN CHARNEY 

new press 
ClodI $6.95: I70 peg?3 

reviewed by Richard Sparks 

AU TOO MANY of the World War II 
novels ‘I have mad can be placed into 
one of two catagories: 

I. Those were the days. The 
camemderie and heroism of that war 
are over-mmanticbed to tba point that 
one begins to wish that she, or he, had 
lived back theu (even if to live back 
then would mean to die back theu). 
One is leh with the slii hope that we 
might still be fortunate enough to have 
a similar war for our very own. 

2. They were monsters and we 
wue ssints. This type drags you 
through the standard fist of Nazi 
horrors. One is led to believe that the 
Germans (or the Japanese) of that day 
- but not of this - were a nation of 
unspeakable savages without the least 
recognizable trace of humanity. It was 
a classic case of the bad guys (them) 
against the good guys (us). 

heroism, but on both sides. It is also 
true that there were acts of unspeak- 
able horror, again on both sides. (Can 
we remember Auschw$z and forget 
Deden?). 

Of coum?, the tendency to draw 
the p&t in sharply delineated blacks 
and whites is quite common, but so 
are the books written in such a vein. 
Occasionally, however, a more realistic 
account comes along. Such an account 
is Ann Chamey’sDobryd 

The story takes place in post-war 
Poland and,is the journal of a Jewish 
family’s struggle for survival at a timd 
when the only question was where the 
food was coming from and there was 
only one side-your own. 

At&x 2% years of subsisting on a 
starvation diet in a loft that ‘could 
barely hold the 20 persons hiding 
there, the willful prisoners are fmally . 
freed by the advancing Russii army. 
ThGr town is a rubble heap and many 
of their friends and relatives are dead. 
The war, which ends shortly there- 
after, has obliterated every vestige of 
the lives these people had known. 
Among the refugees is the remainder 
of a family. Two sisters (one with a 
five-yearold daughter, the other with 
a teenage son) and their mother, who 
dies the night they are freed. 

It is a time of readjustment for the 
once-rich women, reduced to stealing 
and trading on the black market in 
order to obtain their food. For the 
little girl, however, the only past she 
can recall is the time spent in the loft, 
and even this quickly melts away. As 
she herself says: “I began to think of 
my mouths in the loft as a story that 
had happened to someone else. Every- 
thing iu me turned towards the new 

Tworld, the real world. as a plant bends 
toward thesun.” 

She is strangely attracted by the 
past that her aunt recounts to her; one 
in which there was comfort and 
stability, things the child has never 
known and only half believes in. Her , 
present is grim and constantly chang- 
jng. she longs for the normal life she 
has only heard about. 

Be& a child, she adapts readily to 
each new circumstsnce, but her 
reactions are totally dominated by her 
own discernment of the ‘&sequences. 

b 
iLlN 

A new biographical 
and critical study .of 
Malcolm Lowrv and 
his only authorized 
novels: Under The 
Volcano and 
Ultramarine. 

Hardbound with a 

Y 
added case, 232~ 
0 illustrations an B” a 

‘frontispiece. 

$8.95 

JIRCSS )3ORC@lC 

Distributkd by Musson 
Book Company, 30 
Lesmill Rd., Don Mills, 
Ontario. 
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THE CANADIAN CENTURY 

English-Canadian writing since 
Confederation. 
Edited b A.J.M. Smith 
October 6 x9-/672 pages Y,* 

: READERS’ 
Biographical Sketchesl%I2.95 
One hundred years of Canadian 
Writing, from the fmt voices of a new 
domination afflirming its identity to 
new voices reflecting the symbolic 
imagination of a mature country. CHOICE 
Canada’s greatest writers are represented 
here, by samples from their most dtstin- 
guished and most interesting work. . . 

MARGUERITE 

by Gail C Haley 
Available~Fictfo~~~l4”x19”/64 pagee 

ARGUERITE will be the sweetheart of 

from GAG E ’ ~~~~~~~~~~~d.~hes 
this year s season. Every httle gul wdl , 

a character, a story and a doll with a 
complete wardrobe and a ma&c box. 

MARGUERITE comes in her own mailing 
I carton. She’ll be a welcome gift under 

hundreds of Cjuiitmas trees.. . and at 
:;ogt of buthday parties all year 

THE GAGE CANADIAN DICTIONARY 

by W. S. Avis, ?! D. Dryedale. 
R. J. Gregg, 111. H. Scar& 
September f NomFiction j 9”x 12” 
1284 pages / 1500 line drawings 169.95 T. 
The Gage. Canadian Dictionary features: 
More than 930~0 entries 
p;s;r$enswe mtroductow Matter Notes 

Illustntive Maps of Canada 
Full Pronunciation~Key 
Guide to the Dictiouary 

The editors are all established scholars in 
the field of Canadian English and their 
special knowledge in this field is indicated 
by the many terms of everyday Canadian 
life. Each entry reflects the usage of 
educated Canadians, not only in style and 
vocabulary, but also in spelling and pro- 
nunciation. The Gage Canadian Dictttnary 
is a catalogue of the things relevant to the 
lives of Canddians at a certain point in 
history. It contains, therefore, some clues 
to the true nature of our Canadian identity. 

: Gage F?ublisRing Ltd. . 

‘164 Corn’mander Blvd. 
Agincourt, ht. MlS 3C7 
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Thus she is loathe to leave ihe ruins of 
Dobryd for the luxury of unscathed 

talking writer, but he knows about 
that. Ha wrote iwo short stories the 
week this book CBme out. He has 
mellowed, perhaps. He has the 
appearance of one of the beat-up jour- 
nalists in hi stories. and some of the 
sheepishness of a reformed character. 
He has brought it off, he seems to be 
saying to himself; agatnst a8 the odds, 
he’s done it. He didn’t become a lathe 
operator and he didn’t starve either. 
Throughout the years he has uianaged 
to but butter or at least marge on the 
table and keep a ml&y in his trench- 
coat pocket. It was tough going. There 
were few professional writers when he 
started. Writing was for gentlemen of 
easy means. But he made it pay and it 
has toughened him lu the process. He 
turned hts hand to every form of writ- 
tng possible and kept going. At times 
he had to send his family back to the 
Maritimes where his wife came from, 
things were so bad. At times he lived 
in a old trailer or ln a rummy hotel 
room. Isn’t it fme that it has all come 
rtght in the end? But along the way, a 
way paved with crazy adventures that 
Gamer made grist for his hungry mill. it 
was one damned thing after another.0 

Bylau, for it means leaving the first 
friends of her own age and the fkst 
promise of the longed-for stability. 

Thts story, which ends with the 
family’s arrival in Canada, is Ann 
Charney’s own story. She has recalled 
it so faithfully that one would thinlr 
she had w&ten it while it was taking 
place. The straightforwardness and 
acceptance of every experience, the 
absence of apology 01 moralizing, in 
short the honesty of thts book, set it 
apart from the mainstmxn of war 
"OWIS. 

In time Dobr/d will take its place 
along with such works as The Dimy of 
Anne I+ank, Norman Mailer’s the 
Naked and the Dead and Jerry 
Rosinski’s l7ze Painted Bids as one of 
the truly significant insights into the 
effects of war on the people it 
touches. This is&n Charney’s first 
book. One hopes it is the f&t of 
many. q 

Richard Sparks is a Viet iVam veteran 
now living in Toronto. He writes 
poems. short fiction and song lyrics. 

MARING IT WlTH AN OLD PRO 
cmubiuedfmm mx.2 2 

learned later. Always the self-styled 
professtonal proletarian, he writes: 

I ma.5 II poor as snyo”D I have ever 
~~ittsnabout, forthogrdeerptiof 
my life. I don’t thiik though that I 

‘was enz downtmddm, for it wu 
“CVer In my nahm to let myself be. 
Even when WC were on home n&f 
durtq the D+sston I alms 
fought for my dgbtr 
While the writer has always been a 

leaner to the left poliUcaUy, he has 
had hts eyes opened to polities of all 
kinds. Spain did that. Still lits 
sympathies are with the underdog. Hts 
tictlon is not concerned with following 
money or power to its source. His feel- 
ing for the losers of society lends itself 
to Atwoodian dldectics: he likes 
victims. He Is fasclnsted by the ways 
in which me” defeat themselves. what 
makas the better story, the ma” who 
makes a million or the man who al- 
most hasrit made but muffs lt’l To old 
moral Garner there Is only ona ~nswar. 

Today Hugb Garner is a busy ma”. 
Awards and honours of various kinds 
have done their best to turn him into a 

Howard En&l. a poet and plrywrtght. 
ir cxecutlve producer of the CBC 
Radio progmmnr Sunday Supplement 
and Arts in Review. 

what i8 
the pretzel 
doing in 
the bathroom? 

gue hit 

1% Pretzel 
dans 
la Salle de bain? 

MERILYN READ 
PATRICIA ADAMS 

Poems, drawings, 
paintings, pages to’ 
smell, pages to color, 
a book the reader is 
part of. These poems 
were collected from 
the children of grades 
1 to 8, in both French. 
and English schools. 

Po&mes, desseins, - 
peintures. pages II 
sentlr, pages B 
colorier, u” livre 
a qui le lecteur 
prend part. 
Ces podmes ont Cti 
racuelllis des enfants 
de la pre”%re & 
huitDme anode, 
des Cc&a anglaiies 
et fra”paises. 

October 1973 115 pp. S2.95 papal 

THE LADYSMITH PRESS 

0 B 
LADYSMITH, QUEBEC 
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McGraw-Hill Rverson 

Scarbor&gh, Ontario 

SERIES ON SERIES 
NEW CANADIAN 

LIBRARY PART 4 

rev~cmd by Isaac Bickerstaff 

THIS SERIES, projected as a quartet 
of articles approxiniately equal in 
modest substance and reasonable 
length, has. like a rutting moose, run 
amok. To the tune of some Maltbusian 
rhumba, it has dodged the lassoes of 
symmetry and restraint, with the pre- 
posterous result that Part Four (please 
note) is no longer in eoncltion. 

Part Four does bring to 75 the 
number of NCL titles discussed, 
though, so that with merely 32 titles 
remaining, it may be that the end is 
almost in tight. It’s to be hoped the 
fmal installment wlllappear in the Jan./ 
Feb., 1974, issue of Books in Cmadq 
after which, if them is any justice, the 
writer will be awarded the Mau, de la 
Roche Medal for Flatulena. 

*** 

Poets Between the Wars, 
Milton Wilson (ea.); 
196 pages, p1.95. 

Poetry of Mid-Centuyy, 
Milton Wilson (ed.); 
237 pages, $2.35. 

Poets ?f Contempomry Canada: 
196&1970, 
Eli Mandel (ea.); 
141 pages, $2.95. 

The Poems of &rle Bimey. 
Introduction: Earle I$ney; 
62 pages, $1.50. 

John Sutherland: Essays, 
Controversies and Poems, 
Editing and Introduction 
by Miriam Waddington; 
206 pages, $2.95. 

Poets Behveen the Won contains the 
work of these- five: B.J. Pratt, F.R 
Scott, A.J.M. Smith, Dorothy Livesay 
and A.M. Klein. Almost 80 pages are 
reserved for Pratt, whose Tow&s the 
Lest Sptke tr+ts the great Canadian 
theme with more skill than even Light- 
foot or Berton can muster. 

l7ley’d stand for overwork. twf 
overrim.?. 
Rster than nwkmen uwdd lring 
down du~shovds, 
They could unh&e their /ohts, 
unhitch rlreir tendons 
Jumping the j%?emnmk MU, they 
brayed “Uniloo!L”. 
will n defmnt. corpomb inswncy. 

Pa?nY of Mid-Cenmty: 194M960 
presents five poeta in depth: Earle 
Birney, Irving Layton, Margaret , 
Avison, Raymond Souster, and James 
Reaney, as well as providing compara- 
tively brief selections from five others: 
Leonard Cohen, Jay Macpherson, 
Alden Nowlan, Kenneth McRobbie 
and P.K. Page. Poets of Conrempomry 
Canadez 1960-1970 offers selections 
from Al Purdy, Milton Acorn, 
Margaret Atwood, George Bowerlng, 
Gwendolyn MacEwen, John Newlove, 
Joe Rosenblatt, Michael. Ondaatje, bll 
bissett and Leonard Cohen. For my 
money (exactly S3.95), the Oxford 
Univer’sity Press anthology, 15 
Gmadian Poets, with its larger type 
and format. better paper, substantial 
notes and photographs of the poets, is 
a much more satisfactory investment 
than the two NCL volumes. 

In his introduction to ThePoems of 
Earle Birney. the poet writes: 

My hardcover cottection is a hand- 
somely illustrated. if badly pm& . 
read, boolr; but it sells for stx dollars. 
Though this is less thzm average for a 
bwk of its fomrat today, it’s 
apparently too much for the alteged 
booksellers in this country, who’% 
consistently failed to stock it; and it’s 
certainly too much for nun* 
Canadian students to buy. Since 1 

. 
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think Canadians under thiity am the 
main, and the mat perceptive, 
readers of postty, I’m very happy 
I’ve been able to butly my publishers 
into providl~ thh inexpensive and, I 
hope, waNable “Setected Selected”. 

As for John Sutherland: Essays, 
Controversies and Poems, this is a 
mildly interesting collection of critical 
pieces and a few poems by the editor 
of tbe little magazine, First Statement. 
begun in Montreal in 1943. 
Sutherland, who died in 1956, was 
responsible for first publishing, among 
others. Irving Layton and Raymond 
Souster. “It also seems obvious,’ 
Sutherland once announced to his 
readership, “that I$. Layton’s talents 
lie in fiction rather than poky. 

4 + * 

Habitant Poems, 
Wiii Hemy Drummond, 
Introduction: AI& L. Phelps; 
IlOpages, 51.50. 

Prochain Episode, 
Hubert Aquin, 
Introduction: Ronald Sutherland; 
126 pages,51.75. 

The Town Below, 
Roger Lemclin, 
Introduction: Glen Shortliffe; ’ 
283pages, $2.50. 

T&r& Acres. 
Ringuet 
Introductiou: Al&t LeGrand; 
250 pages, $1.95. 

Antoinette de Mirecourt, 
Rowma Leprohon, 
Introduction: Carl Klmck; 
200 pages, $2.50. 

According to Arthur L. Phelps, 
Wiiiam Henry Drummond loved de 
nice leetle Canediermes he mimicked 
in his rhymes, and would& have 
ridiculed them for anything. I have it 
from a reliable source, though, that it 
was when Habitant Poems went into 
its sixth reprint that Rend Levcsque 
took up the torch of revolution, mut- 
tering “Leetie Bateese” and “De Stove 
Pipe Hole” atop the barricades. Pm- 
chain B@ode, fmt published in 
French in 1965, hymns the Quebec 
revolution within the framework of a 
spy story. The narrator, from bis 
psychlatrlc prison cell, writes in order 
to urge the livin8 revolution on: “with 
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. Samuel Putnam’s translation of The 
Town Below may be responsible for 
the novel’s sometimes awkward prose. 
Nor does it help matters that, as with 
so many Russian novels, the dozens of 
characters are difficuh at first to sort 
out. So that, despite many profound 
and funny passages, you experience a 
sense of accomplishment once you 
haw pIou&d +ou8h to the end. 
Thirty Acres by Ringuet (Dr. Pbiippe 
Panneton) was published in French in 
1938 and appeared. in an Et@b 
language edition in 1940. It chronicles 
the life of a Quebewis fanner who. in 
old age, finds himself exiled in a New 
En$and industrial town, bewildered 
and beaten. Full of wisdom and 
compassion, Thirfy Acres is a very fine 
novel. Antoinette de Mitwourt: or. 
Secret Marrying and Secret Sorrowing 
tist appeared in 1864, introduced by 
its author with the wish that “it will, 
at least, be found to have that (merit) 
of be-Q essentially Canadian”. For- 
tuktely, it is also both charming and 
entertaining, despite a plot that con- 
cerns itself with utter vikiny and true 
romance in the Montreal of the post- 
Conquest 1760s. 

. . . beautiful reprints of rare 
old Canadian books. Great 
for gift givin&! 

THE FINE ARTS 
IN CANADA 

by Newon h4acTavish. MA. 

Introduclion by Robert McMichael, 
Director, The McMichsel Canadian 
Collection. 
Exactly sp published 1925. Among the 
first, if not the very first, comprehen- 
sive surveys of Ihe nrt scene in Canada. 
Contains fourteen beautiful fullcolour 
plates and over one hundred black and 
white illustmdions. . 

$i 

IThe Stok Angel, 
Margaret Laurence, 
Introduction: William H. New; 
309 pages, 52.50. 

The Fire-Dwellers, 
Margaret Laurence, 
Introduction; Allan Bevan; 
308 pages. $2.95. 

The TomorrowTamer, 
Margaret Laurence, 
Introductior Clam Thomas; 
244 pages, 51.95. 

As For Me and My House, 
Sin&b Ross, 
Introduction: Roy DanielIs; 
166 pages, S1.50. 

The Bamp at Moon 
and Other Stories, 
Sinclair Ros, 
Introduction: Margaret Laurence; 
13.5 pages, 51.95. 

Street of Riches, 
Gabrielle Roy, 
Introduction: Brandon Cbmon; 
159 pages. 51.75. 

CANADIAN 
WILD FLOWERS 

by A. Fit.wibbon & C. P. Till 

The Rrrt book in Engliih on the wild- 
flowers of Canada. Exactly as pub 
lished in 1868. Physi,cal dascri tiow 
are presented $ongside beaucfu P full- 
“s ~~r&~m. band pemted by 

n. A sift to be 
lr&ured. - 

ROYAL NORTH-WEST 
MOUNTED POLICE 

A Corps History 
by Ccrprclrn Ernesr V. Chambers 

The authentic record of the or&ii. de- 
velopment, and work of lbc N.W.M.P. 
Includes many fascinating photos, in- 
triguing character studies, and vintage 
ads. Colorful cover in regimental 
colours with Centennial couunemora- 
Live sticker. 

avatlable fmm- 

COLES PUBLISHING COMPANY 
90 RONSON DRIVE 

REKDALE, ONTARIO I 

and a1 ALL COLES BOOKSTORES 
my words I place my lips on the burn- The,, 
ing flesh of my country.” Recom- 

fieress ~~~~ hurenee 

mended. 
whose novels and stories serve as texts 

contbwed on pogr 31 
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GLOSSY 
PULP 

THE NORTH. WOODS 
(The Nat&e of the 

Land Series) 
PERCY KNR UiW 

ThncLij2 Books 
ctoth $7.95; lilur,~ted: ia4 pnees 

~lewrd by Raphael Bendahan 

This anomalous lssd. this sprawling 
w&e cf tiber and mck md 
WilleI . . . This empty tract Of plimcr 
dial silencer aad wfnds asd emsions 
and &uIiig c01csrs. 

HIGH QUALl’IY printbrg of Canadii 
landscapes by American publishers, 
along witb politely informed prose. is 
almost assured a place in the Canadian 
book market. The region dealt with in 
this addition to the American Wilder- 
ness series is the Shield area nundug 

from the north shore of Lake Superior 
through to the MacKenzie Delta. This 
region maps out one of the essential 
tradg routes established by the 
Hudson’s Bay Company from Grand 
Portage on Lake Superior to Fort 
Cbipewyan on Lake Atbabasca - a 
mere 2,000 miles of lakes end rivers 
paddled and portaged by the years of 
FrencbCanadian voyageurs. 

Unfortunately Percy Knauth tends 
to write in the grand style of the un- 
committed. He deals with glacial land- 
scapes, forest fm, the industrious 
lives of beavers, snow, spring, lakes 
and canoes in a pleasant Rwder’J 
Digest voice. The only time the writing 
is inspired is when he writes of the 
voyageur as legend, using some of the 
paintings on the subject by Frances 
Anne Hopkins (a remarkable woman 
wbb travelled with and painted the 
voyageurs), and which prove to be 
more lnterestbrg than the written 
accounts. 

The tendency of such nature books 
is either to overlook the ability of 
photography to Shtstiate or to misuse 

.-- 

it for other ends. In this case ths ex- 
eellent reproduction of average photo 
graphs has been used in creating a 
dustcover effect for the son&hat 
lyrical tent. There are 80 pages of 
photography in thts I(lO-page book 
but astonishingly little consideration 
has been given to the placii of the 
photographs. Soma excellent photo- 
graphs arc hidden atiy. The tint 14 
and the last 16 pages of the book are 
simply photographs slapped together 
for effect. Had the editors been able to 
see the woods for the trees, they 
would have based the book more 
directly on a core of excellent photo- 
graphic work. But the literary tradi- 
tion Is more part of the publishing 
psyche tban anything to do with 
photographic aesthetics. The con- 
sequence is books liie The North 
Wade - too often works of literary 
pulp disguised by photographic gloss. 

, 

R&ohael Ben@he% formerly editor of 
the Canedian periodicel Imprsssionq II 
a photogmpher and writer who livee In 
To?onto. 

KIDS’ BOOKS BY iwwv 
ACCORDlIiG TO HAKLUYT 
by Delbert Young $6.95 
Classtcatorles of sxplorstlon from the 16th century 
geographer, Hakluyt, are retold by children’s author Delbert 
Young. 

HOW THE CHIPMUNK GOT ITS STRIPES 
by Nancy Cleaver 33.95 
A retslllng of the Canadlsn Indian legend about a small 
squirrel whc stood up to all We animala in the forest to 
protect hls friend, an Indian boy. 

BRIAN McFARLANE’S HOCKEY ANNUAL T 
bp Bilan McFarlane 55.25 
The best gift for wry young fan-photographs, stories, 
blographlea, atatiatlos. fan club notes. oomles, and even 
playing tips. 
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CHAticE 
TO DREAM 

PENETRATION 
Five plays by 

LA IVRENCE RUSSELL 
Sono Nis Piess 

cloth Sl. 95; IO9 pager 

reviebti by Nigel spelicer 

PERHAPS IT IS no longer quixotic in 
the extreme to foresee the passing of 
Canadian thealre from its infancy to a 
not-too-pimply adolescence. I” some 
sectors, our writing and production 
now offer other choi& than the pre- 
tentious lnimicry of other cultures Or 
the most banal of autobiography. 

The staging at a precious handfql of 
small theatres has progressed beyond 
the hit-or-miss of early experiments to 
fusions of techniques and visions that 
are at once orighld and Canadian. 
Similarly, the writing has matured and 
broadened by returning IO exntials. 
This has been accomplished (as it was 
in other countries) by movements in 
two directions at once: outward to a 
universal imagery, resonant and sug- 
gestive; and inward to a blend of i&al 
temperaments, attitudes and spekch- 
rhythms. 

Lawre”ce Russell. a playywright 
and teacher from Victoria, has opted 
for the lirst approach. Beginning with 
basics (action sometimes occurs in 
near or total blackout), he uses words 
anndimages in place of characters and 
action as we usually know them. We 

‘can be alarmed by the deep and co”- 
sistently pam.oid quality’ of the 
dreams that flow, Arlaud-lie. .to 
reality and back again. But mo+ often 
than not they prove more revealing 
than the everyday life they- dver- 
whelm. 

The deliberate theatricality of most 
of thesa plays can be justified on the 
same grounds. The apparently helter- 
skelter jux!aposition of images rarely 
fails to be moving and widely sugl 
gestive. though Russell constantly 
walks the thin line between, on the 
one hand, the surface realism of his 
dialogues and situations and, on the 
other, his explicit images of sub- 
conscious life. 

Thus in “Penetratidn” itself,, the 
title piece, the cool and understated 
conflict between two brothers is jolted 
into a surreal fourth perspective by the 
arrival and later disappearance of a 
young woman-deus-ex-ma~hina 
Reminiscent of early PhUer, the play 
shows Russell’s defidite gift for dialo- 
gue as well Bs his penchant for fearless 
theatricality. 

It may well be that in production 
‘these twi elements hold together buf 
in the other plays in this collection the 
bond is tenuous, perhaps because of 
emotional i.mmaturity. “Foul Play” 
ahd “Time Warp”, for example, are 
unsubtle enough to demand the sort of 
act of faith required in listening to 
acid-rock when not stoned. “Deep 
Sea”, however, probably can be made 
to work because of the extravagance 
and practicality of its fantasies. 0 

Nigel Spencer works 01 T&onto (IS 
journalist, translator, actor and dlrec 
tar and is a frequent contributor to 
25-cent Review. 

<DENT 
SEPTEMBER GALE: 

A Study of Arthur Lismer 
by Dr. John A.B. &L&h 

Little attention has been d 
roted to the individual members t 
.he renowned Group of Seve 
September Gale deals with Lisms 
ife and work as a greet teacher in 
LS one of Canada’s most memo& 
minters. 
llu. in colour & b/m 
florh $9.50 paperbock $45 

GOLD OF THE GODS 
by Erich von Dan&en 

Following the ou$h”din 
uecesg of Chariots of the Gods an; 
khtm to ~hc&zrs. Gold of th 
iods marks the culmination of vol 
lanik+z”‘s world-wide expedition il 
:arch of evidence tb support hi 
onte”tion that earth once hostel 
stra-term&al beings_ 

The startling nature of his find 
I@ makes fascinating reading. 
lax. in coloar & b/w Slu! 

CHR.ISTMAS IN CANADA 
by M. Barber & F. McPherson 

A portrait of the Canadian 
hristmas, past and present, show 
lg how the iesUval of Christmas ir 
lr land has bee” observed in x 
,oltit”de of different ways deteer 
incd hy diffcrenccs of custom & 
rcumstancc. 
A” endless variety of c&bra, 

m, from pioneers gathering wild 
anberries to tl~, Santa Clam 
Iradc, is presented for the enjoy 
cnt of all Canadians at any time 
!the year. 
3th 84.95 paper 82.50 

J.11 DENT &SONS 
(CANADA) LTD. 

100 Scarsdale Road 
DO”~liigO&liO 
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THERELIESTHEPORT... 
DRIFTING HOME 

. 
PIERRE BERTON 

McClelland & Stewart 
cloth $6.95; illustrated: I98 pages 

n&n& by Kelly Wilde 

THE THEME of D$ting Home ‘is 
nothii short of Homeric: the son in 
search of his Father, a spiritual 
Odyssey with the Wanderer watching 
his vision though the eyes of his 
Father, the eyes of his own past, his 
eyes now in middle age and the eyes,of 
his children, 

It is Pierre Berton’s most delightful 
and charming book to date. It is a 
mellow book, a we&written book, a 
book bursting with fact, mature retlee 
tion, warmth, good-natured humour 
and unabashed nostalgia. Berton’s 
knowledge of Yukon history is quite 
intimidat& his ability to evoke a 
mood through his description of a 
scene is remarkable and enviable, and, 
as always, his reflections - wise, 
assured and calm - engage our atten- 
tion and full respect. This is fme, 
polished writing, but seekers of the 
Quest, beware: Odysseys have no 
deadlines and this 1%day ‘journal”, 

delightful thought it may be, is very 
much a book in mind. As such it fails 
the fundamental te+t of all true 
Odysseys: the book was written by the 
author rather than the author by the 
book. 

The journey is from Lake Bennett, 
B.C., to Dawson, the author’s birth- 
place, via the Yukon Riier. The 
seekers (14, including guides) set out 
on three rubber rafts with.22 pieces of 
luggage and 19 boxes of provisions; 
they follow the same route that 
Berton’s father followed, slightly less 
encumbered, in 1898, the year of the 
Klondike goldrush. 

The father, FG. &ton,. comes 
across splendidly fmm the earliest 
pages. The fust image is projected 
fmm one of his letters, wherein he 
records his impressions of a train ride 
through the mountains, himself stand- 
ing on the platform in the cold, half- 
frozen and hungry yet captivated by 

the beauty and mystery of the scenes. 
Berton nfle$s: i 

Tkc bittcmrt cold.coukl not have 
deterred that infinitely curious man 
from examb the wondcn that he 
always aw around him. What was 
commonplace to’ his fellows was 
mtmcutous to hbn. He had to know . 
how things worked and he was for- 
cvu cmmtning objects, natural 01 
man-made, to see what made them 
tick and cxplaintng tiwm to others. 

The images projected of his father 
register indelibly: F.G. explaining 
m@fugsl force to his son while they 
ride the flying swings in.ihe amuse- 
ment park or F.G. un:aveUing the 
mysteries of the hot-air balloon and 
cartoon animation. Most poignant of 
all, in the midst of the Depression, 
when a cent was a useful sum and “a 
nickel was &ormous”. he divered a 
new device, the Si coffeemaker. 

The principle of the vacuum, on 
’ which they operaed, farclnakd hi 

and so did the beauty of the bubbles, 
retlwtb~ the md 01 the elements, 
ris@ in the gta~ bowls. The follow- 
ti day he took mc down to SE the 
wonderful mffeemakerr in action 
and I cab remember standing outskte 
in tke wld, lDoklq in the w:indows. 
waiting fox the Sikxes to empty 00 
WD add sea the process fmm..tha 
beghudng. We waited for a long time 
until my father nid: “You know, 
‘boy, I think it’s wortbwhh g&g 
inside and buying a cup of coffee just 
to watch that think” 

The glimpses of Father are tantalii 
inp, but as the deadline date, the 12th 
day, nears one grows impatient for the. 
~mzr~ who latinched the Odyssey. The 
nostalgia is so unrelenting that F&r 
remains throughout much more 
symbol than fact. This is dou6ly 
unfortunaie in that F.G.‘s end was 
painfully lingering and lonely. When 
he rises on his deathbed and.looks at 
his ghost of a body he cries in agony, 
“Matchsticks!” But the realistic touch 
cornea too late and the final effect is 
not %susP but “gee . . . .” 

Likewise, the unbalanced nostalgia 
cuts a powerful theme an inch or two 
short of fruition: the theme magnifi- 
cently unfolded in The Odyssqy, the 
search of father and son for themselves 
in each other. When Tekxnachus 
“finds” Ulysses tha jolt is overwhelm- 
ing; when Berton “finds” his father 
the effect is very nice. We know we are 
in the hands of an old pro, getting the 
red carpet treatment. Rarely do we for- 

. get the overriding impression this Odya- 
my was taken for the sake of the book. 

. 
. 
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This impression is partly created by 
the constant use of the present tense, 
with day-byday tmnsxiption. of 
events providing the journal format. 
The style becomes mere technique aU 
too soon, projecting a sense of detach- 
ment: Laok, there I am, havingfun. 
shooting the rapids, singing by the 
camp fire, etc. Aside from the lzday 
deadline there are several genenl con- 
strictions on the journal format. As 
Auden said, the problem with journalp 
is that the Self normally expresses it- 
self in clicl~s (“like a sheet of glass”, 
“far out”, “terrifti’). Thus, one can 
either Pepys it (less possible these 
days, when writing without pubUsl@g 
or the thought of being discovered is 
nearly inconceivable); or, if one is 
artleff and charming and candid 
enough, one can Bowelike. Though 
Berto” can be charming he is anything 
but artless, and he is quite simply not 
candid enough, or willing enough, to 
travel the third and most perilous, 
route: the journal as a work of art, 
with thought of publication, yet giving 
the impression at least of being partly 
Pepys in spirit and partly BosweU in 
artlessness. Nothing seems to have 
bee” see” or felt that did not tie in, 
with the book in mind. Every 
memory, vision and thought and feel- 
i”g flows smoothly and stylishly from 
the Day of Departure to the Day of 
Destiny, without so much as a dang- 
ling participle preventing the Great 
Communion that occurs, exactly av 
planned, on the final day. Too much! 

Anyway, the book in mind is still 
one hell of a buy. Berton does conjure 
compelling pictures of his childhood 
and the Yukon. Descriptions, such as 
those of the Northern Lights and the 
River itself, are often masterfully 
drawn. One of the most fully realized 
and successful effects of the book is 
the cmnulative impact of a recurring 
image; travellers in a procession 
through time. As they travel’ they are 
constantly struck with signals, flags 
and ghosts of tmvellers before them: 
warnings, greetings, cries of despair, 
cries of diswvery and joy, little sounds 
from the past to the present, whUe the 
River flows on to the end. q 

Kelly Wilde is a Monlmal poet and the 
author of Ruby Foe and Other Poems, 
= collection of loc&colour verses: . 
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LATTER-DAY HERO 
BETHUNE 

RODERICK STEWART 
new press 

rrvlcwcd by Bill Rock&t 

LIRE iOUrS RIEL, Norman Bethune 
has only recently received public and 
political rehabilitation in his own 
country. On August 17th of last Year: 
federal &nisters Jean-Luc Pkpin and 
Mitchell Sharp annminced the govem- 
merit’s formal designation of Bethum 
as a Canadian “of fiational historic 
significance”. . 

Prime Minister Trudeau during his 
recent China visit described Canada as 
a truly middle power, one that stands 
geographically between the two great 
poweis, that must rely on the good 
will of- all other nations if it is to sur- 
vive. Ironically, we waited rather long 
to grant recognition in this country td. 
the ‘inan who has galned for Canada 
the affection of a quarter of the 
world’s people - and that recognition 
came only after an eve” more political 
dance between the Peoule’s Reoublic 

and the Dominion ovei the exchange 
of diplomatic missions. 

The Sca@el. ?%e sword has bee” 
since 1952 the standard biography of 
Doctor Bathune. It has also been the 
single most successful book written by 
or about a Canadian. The work of Ted 
Allan and Sydney Gordon, this bio- 
graphy has been translated into 19 
languages and his sold more than one 
million copies. Roderick Stewart 
found the book “interesting and well- 
written”, but was disappointed by 
what he termed “its lack of supportive 
evidence”. Bethune is his attempted 
corrective. 

The chief weakn~ of the fust 
book is its somewhat polemical style. 
It is a book about a Communist by 
me” who knew him and who &s&l 
some of his ideofogical beliefs. The 
weakness of Bethum ib one of mv- 

-___... ~_ 
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compensation: StewarPs four years of 
research have produced a coherent but 
rather skeletal outline of the life and 
work of Bethune. 

The actual text is only 167 pages in 
length, while notes and index take up 
some 50 additibnsl pages. Moreover 
while Stewart builds his narrative. 
rather nicely through Bethune’s early 
years, he offefera us vy some 45 pages 
on the culminating experknce of the 
doctor’s career, namely his China 
mission. 

Bethunc was an extraordinarily 
passionate man, and there are only 
glimpses of that passion in Stewart’s 
rather dry tale. Bethone began as 
something of ? playboy, blowing his’ 
money from home on a statue he 
admired and then gaily sauntering off 
with his wife to a Paris nightclub. He 
was, in the terminology of the day, a 
snappy dresser who lectured his classes 
on prescription writing we- spats 
and gloves. He went to the United 
States, since that seemed a good place 
to make money, although his wife 
loathed living there, describing it as 
“the only country in the world to have 

achieved decadence without civiliza- 
tion” 

Tuberculosis and a stay at the 
TN&au Sanitarium at Lake Saranac, 
New York, deeply affected B&hone. A 
promising practice as weU as a mar- 
riage left behind him, he eventually 
turned ‘to home and Montreal. He 
began to develop his own surgical 
instruments and to establish a brilliant 
reputation as a thoracic surgeon. He 
found new techniques of preventitive 
care for the ttibercular. And he began 
a very rapid process of politicisation. 

Bethune established a working 
group of doctors, nurses, anaestheti- 
cisns and other professionals io 
examine the health-care needs of 
Montreal’s poor. Aft& much research, 
they drew up a careful proposal in- 
volving a system of municipal 
medicine, ‘compulsory health insur- 
ance., and csre of the unemployed. The 
political parties rejected it out of 
hand; the vast majority of people were 
indifferent. Worse to Bethune was the 
hcstttty of his own colleagues. In 
1936, Ideas we accept as liberal were 
held to be extremely radical. Having 

achieved a radical reputation, Bethune 
Set Out to learn Marxism and in the 
process became a Communist. 

He was an internationalist &ho had 
fought in the World War I, had lived in 
the United States, Britain and France 
as well ss in Canada. When war bmke 
out in Spain, Bethune joined the 
struggle in the capacity he felt would 
be most useful. He went not with a 
gun, but with a mind that treated 
medicine as an art to be used sklllfdly, 
even beautifully. During thk war and 
his service there he developed a 
portable blood-transfusion system, 
which was copied by both sides during 
the next great war. He was commio 
sioned a major in the Loyalist Army, 
and soon became director of alI blo$ 
tran&sion services in the country. 

The Japanese invasion of China 
took place while Bethune was back in 
Canada attempting to raise money for 
his Spanish mission.‘Agaio the inter- 
dationalist, he set out to create a way 
of getting himself there. Bethune 
created his own opportunities .when 
there were no other obvious avenues. 

Just as he seized upon the blood- 



transfusion concept in Spain as a way 
to pm&e his art beautifully, in China 
he developed a tactic of medical ass% 
tance directly related to guerilla war- 
fare. He took aid to the soldier, rathat 
than setting up rear-line establishments 
where tha soldier might be brought. In 
a war of no real battle-lines, It was the 
perfect tactic. 

Bethune has turnad into a symbol 
of the left and of China today. He died 
through infection he could not control 
because the American agency that had 
sent Mm fslled to follow up with 
needed medicines. He died h tha 
battle fatigues of a soldier of the Righth 
Route Army, among men and women 
he had trained in medicine, people 
who regarded him as Pai Chu En, 
\Vhite Seek Grace. As a student he 
had never been proticient in learning 
languages. Ic China. so absorbed was 
he in the people and in his work that 
he mastered not only the speaking but 
the writing of the Shansi dialect. One 
of the last w he wrote was in that 
dialect: 

what do there enemies of the human 
race look like? Do tboy wear on tbeh 
foreheads a sign so that they may be ’ 
told. slumned and condemned P( 
criminals. No. On the wntmry. they 
are the nrpeztable ones. We&’ am 
honoured. They calI tbemselver and 
are alIed gentlemen. There can be no 
permsnent peaa in the VmIld wbii 
they live. Such an cqanlzatirm of 
human so&Q as permi@_tbun to 
exist must be abolished. Ther men 
make the woun&. 

That quotation is taken fmm The 
SccpCl. The Swore? Its absence from 
Stewart’s Berhune indicates what is 
missii in the new biography. The 
passion for healing society as well as 
bodiis is what greatly distinguished 
Norman Bethune. and only a little of 
that passion comes through In 
Stewart’s work. Only by taking the 
new book as a compliment or supple- 
ment to the old (especlslly in terms of 
the photographs Stewart has publish- 
ed) can we begin to get any real sense 
of the man. Cl 

Bill Rockett lt e wtite? for CBC Ideas 
and ha publkhed two volumca Of 
verse throu9hFfddlcheadPoetry Booka. 
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6.llTTY BUT 
NOT GRITTY 

DIYIDE AND CON 
WALTER STEWART 

new press 
cloth 51195; 2sopuges 

_..- __...-. 

reviewed by Norman DePoe 

IF PUBLISHERS chose subtitles for 
books by aping the names of television 
programs, Walter Stewart’s latest 
effusion might be styled “Thesis Un- 
original, Writing Impossible.” He 
admits - not too modestly - that 
other students of Canadian politics 
have bean aware of his main theme, 
which is that our ineradicable 
regionalism is at the base of our 
political system, and that our parties 
tend to promise whatever will get 
votes in each region. At the same time, 
he keeps hint@ that this is somehow 
a fresh insight. 

His method is not totally without 
value. Divide and Con, unlike some of 
the academic texts that have proved 
the same thesis, so to speak, by remote 
control, with flesh ahd blood reduced 
to footnotes, and always with the 
small of musty newspaper clippings oo 
them, is not really dull. The book 
bristles with anecdotes, though many 
sre.second-hand, and some of dubious 
reliabiity. ‘I%ls version of the old, old 
thesis is soldily based on Stewart’s 
own travels during the federal &&ion 
campalga of 1972, and what he calls 
%cm&uctions” of events and en- 
counters at which he was not present. 

The trouble with the approach is 
Stewart’s writing. Mu& of the book 
reads as if it was pounded out at 
breakneck speed; at its worst, it 
conveys the impression that Stewart 
was dictating a newspaper story by 
long-distance telephone, with a bad 
connection. to a mwrlte man tiho 
didn’t understand the situation In the 
first place. 

Hi attempts at humour and lively 
writing vary from heavy&ted to coy, 
and have the flavour of bar-room wit 
picked up on the mn from people 
more witty than he. It goes wlthout 
saying that the writing k unremlttIngly 
journalistic, in the wurst lens0 of that 

_. ..--...-. ---. -.._ 
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Beyond Craft 
The Art Fabric 
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word. Stewart conceives “aocko” to be 
a satirical and vivid adjective in 
denigrating the efforts of political 
planners and speech-writers; not just a 
thing, but a person can be “a drug on 
the mark&‘; he even believes that 
“thusly” is a valid English word. 

At the outset, he trumpets that our 
political system ia “seriously out of 
whack”, and promises us his blueprint 
for its reform at the end. Well, after a 
lot of more or leaa inteqating inside 
information about the way our four 
parties conducted the 1972 campaign 
- dirty deals, cynicism, the usual-he 
lays a little interpolated historical 
background, takes a deep breath, and 
comes up with his solution. 

First, we should have lidi diaeloaum 
of all financial contributions to parties 
and -dida&. Taxpayers’ money 
should Lie used to help the poor parties 
buy as much TV time as the rich ones, 
and there should be ‘a limit on epend- 
ing. Then, he takes a chapter to tell us 
that opinion polling is accurate only 
within 4% and even then only 19 times 
out of 20. Bspecislly Peter Regen- 
streif. Hia fmsl solution is proportlonal 
representation - using the creaking, 
obsolete division by provinces. But 
almost any form would do. Stewart 
would let the political scientists decide 
that. 

He admits that PR didn’t work too 
well in the Wsimer Republic and in the 
Fourth French Republic; them’s not a 
word about Canadian experiments that 
failed. He ignores the problems of the 
FifthPrench Republic, those of Italy, 
and itists that Belgium and Sweden 
have done well. The many Belgian 
crises and the current hungYp parlia- 
ment in Sweden seem to have escaped 
his notice. 

Perhaps the best value ia the book 
(somewhat vitiated by hia posture of 
moral indignation) is his thorough- 
going analysis of so-called “transfer 
payments” - us@ the power of the 
federal treasury to spread our national 
wealth a little more equitably. Stewart 
aeea it as in many ways a nefarious 
scheme to buy votes and power;and 
to some extent he’s right. 

Here, his personal political bias 
(which he owna up to) and especialiy 
hts blind hatred of the Liberal party, 
with its present leader at the top of 
the blackliat, mar this book aa much aa 

.:. ._~_ .i-- ----. - -- ._.. _ ._ _ __ 
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they did his first one (Shrug: ?deau 
In Power). Despite some trenchantly 
valid criticism of Mr. Trudeau’s psr- 
formance and record, the book sim- 
ply doesn’t qualify as reliable ansly- 
sis. He has at least the grace to be 
disappointed with his own cho~sn 
instrument, the NDP. To ,sum up: 
superficial,,glib, lots of interesting in- 
side information if you can get past 
the writing style. Or to put it dif- 
ferently, oh for another one by Peter 
C. Newman. 0 

Vetemn CBC broadmster Norman 
DePoe has long been an obrenwr of 
Canada k political scene. 

OTHER 
SOUNDS 

AND FURIES 
WE, THE WILDERNESS 

THOMAS YORK 
McGraw HilllRyerson 

cloth $695: 71 ms 

reviewed by David T. Gnxkittd 

INDIANS 1N Canada who know of 
Margaret Atwood’s thesis must find jt 
strange that white Canadians could see 
themselves as victims for wliom bare 
survival suffices aa a triumph. To the 
Indians, white Canadians could reason- 
ably appear as thriving conquerors and 
oppressors wholly unthreatened with 
extinction. Moreover, white Canadians 
who insist on feeling victimiied might 
consider what they could learn about 
vicitimization from the Indians who, 
under Atwood’s thesis, necessarily fmd 
themselves a sort of victim’s victiin. 

In WC, the Wilderness. Thomas 
York writes about s young white 
doctor named Roger Sharp who serves 
a present-day community of Indisns 
on the coast of British Columbia. Dr. 
Sharp’s father, as both Cbrktian mi+ 
rionary and medical doctor, had 
wanted to infuse the Indian’s culture 
with the benefits of Western nligton 
and sciencs, but the young Dr. sharp 
seeks a higher understanding of his 
relation to the Indians. He’aays: 

I love the Indian people and culture. 
Misshapen maybe and axoriqed a 
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hundred yem ago as though it war a 
wolf-tree to be cleared, not Ill for 
marlietlng, tc make way for pmgeso 
and for treefarm saplings uniform in 
height, type, growth, mecbaniully 
planted, graded. harvested. But they 
endured. They endured by virtue of 
not h&g marketable, by dint of not 
competing, by receding and with- 
drmving - into older woods, 01 ontO 
nmote ialmds. 

Frequent suicides scar the corn- 
munity, however, and Dr. Sharp ius- 
pects the cause lies in some “highly 
civilized technique for killing at a dis- 
tance”. While the Indian characters 
ignore hi completely, Sharp reaches 
an intlated comprehension of hii own 
importance to the Indians, a compre- 
hension that puts him in the interface 
between two cultures rather than in 
one or the other. In such a position, 
with no place on either side, he 
resembles those Indians who, in 
various ways, destroy themselves after 
looking too fiosely at white society. 
One cynical Indian says of two youths 
who killed themselves: “Thei problem 
was they expected too much from 
life.” 

Thomas York thus creates in hi 
first novel a potentially stunning 
paradox of survival and self-destrue 
Lion. Unfortunately, he has not allow- 
ed himself enough pages to develop 
adequately the characters and situa-’ 
tions he explores. The novel reads Iii 
the outline of a Faulknerian epic and 
one can only wish he had told us 
more. 

The novel’s style and structure bear 
other notable similarities to Faulkner’s 
works. particularly The Sound and the 
Futy. In both, several characters reveal 
the story in a stream-of-consciousness 
style. Both stories involve the relation- 
ship between two races, one ostensibly 
dominating the other. In both, the 
son of a socially prominent fsmily 
commits suicide. Part of York’s tale is 
even told by an idiot. One of the 
Indian youths who shoots himself 
exemplifies the Faulknerian ethos of 
exhaustion and defeat in saying before 
he dies: “The worst of it was I had 

/ killed the body first, whereas 
everybody I had ever known killed the 
mind and let others see to the 
disposing of their body . . . ” 

The statement, “They endured”, 
Faulkner’s cryptic description of 
Dilsey, the black maid who held the 

Compson family together, is exactly 
duplicated in Dr. Sharp’s evaluation of 
the Indians (quoted above) as well.as 
by one of the important Indian 
characters in the fbml chapter. This 
indentical conclusion invites a general 
comparison between Blacks in the U.S. 
and Indians in Canada: white men 
deprived both of their indigenous 
tribal culture; both subsequently suf- 
fered under special and inferior legal 
status; both are segregated from the 
larger society. However. in a conversa- 
tion between an Indian son and father, 
York suggests a critical difference that 
renders the analogy ultimately unpro- 
duct&e: 

“Why. aren’t we part of history?” 
I asked him. 

“No:’ he anld “we nevu have 
been. WC am subjkt to it, hut not 
;srrEf it. We watch the other, that 

Although York presents the Indians 
sympathetically and without contIes- 
cettsion, one wonders how accurately 
he has portrayed their lives and atti- 
tude& The Indians in the novel seem 

. _ _ 

while we drink his booze and go to 
chdrch. And who C&-I say who got the 
w&t of it, Ittnox who can say?” the 
reader could easily reply, the Indiaus 
did. 

York’s “se of the stream- 
of-consciousness style only occasion- 
ally rises above the level of bad 
grammar. Yet for all its weaknesses, 
We, the Wilderness makes a provoca- 
tive comment on the encounter be- 
tween the two cultures in suggesting 
that whites can as easily learn self- 
destruction as survival from the 
Indians. Properly handled, the idea 
could have made a better book. 0 

David Groskind, a former New York 
management consultant, is now II To- 
ronto commercial phofogmpher. 

defined primarily by the loss of Indian 
culture, but it is hard to see what if lu 
anythb~ in their society they find still 
worth saving. When one of the Indian 

1, 

says, “Now the white man takes our 0 
drugs and goes fishing on weekends, 

A oentury of corporate welfare 

Robert Chodos 

A wmpany’counter-history of the CPR; how 
100 years of the right friends in Ottawa have 
made it into Canada’s mining, real-estate and .& 
transportation giant. 

50 photographs P 
- 

Paper 93.95 cloth $10.00 
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Grass Roots 
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Heather Robsrtson 

An account of life today on the farms and in 
the small towns of Western Canada. Heather 
Robertron describes the cycle of boom and 
bust which is depopulating the West and 
impoverishing the people left behind. 

125 photographs 

cloth $10.00 
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The most’ 

COMPREHENSIVE 
synopsis of 
Canadian fact 
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IHE ANNUAL HANDBOOK OF 
:ANADIAN BUSINESS, SCIENTIFIC, 
:ULTURAL AND GOVERNMENT 
4FFAlRS. 

iorpus Publishers 
i Cnscent Road Toronto 
lntario M4w Ifi 

briefly 
noted 

PRANK LOWB is the editor of Week- 
end. And I Beg to Differ (Infocor, 
McGraw-Hii/Ryenan, cloth $1.95, 
224 pages) is a collection of the little 
opinion pieces he writes for that sup 
plement and for the Montreal Stlrr it- 
self, which In turn syndicates them to 
the Sudbury Sfur and the Victoria 
Times. Although this is the breadth of 
theii distribution, the columns harken 
back to the golden age of syndication 
when them were scores of writers like 
Low appearing regularly in hundreds 
of papers with sinecures of this kind in 
which they were nostalgic about MS- 
talgia itself and confused by every- 
thing contemporary but wouldn’t 
admit it. Thus for the old newspaper 
addict, nostalgia and confusion of 
ot+X kinds run through these pages. 
The stuff is sprinkled. dnconsciously I 
think, with Jii Bishop, Louis Sobel, 
saloon editor Earl Wilson and New 
York Daily News Dream Street con- 
ductor Bob Sylvester; sprinkled in fact 
with all those phony prophets of 
journalism who operated in what 
Seymour Krlm has called the tradition 
of Shakespeare with an Ohio accent. 
That Lowe happens to be a Canadian 
(from his idcalixed Bible Hill, N.S.) is 
immaterial. He writes the hallowed 
kbul of copy and he fits all the de- 
scriptions. He wears braces and cuff 
links simultaneously and probably 
would wear a fedora too had his last 
one likely not been misplaced in some 
bar or train station 32 years ago. He is 
the type of w&r who lutes to thinR 
of himself as a pamgmpher or word- 
smith or wordwright. The highest 
accolade for him would be to be called 
on an old uptight telephone and told 
he is a veteran comma-hound. It’s a 
Uadition he llvcs and brings alive In his 
copy: in this collectlou at least he does 
not Include a Grantland Rice cohmm 
about how he was unable to write a 
column today, but he probably has 
done JO at one time and caonot now 
remember, It was so long ago and his 
soul as a W&I was in so much better 
repair then. Now ha has been at it so 

long that it’s all mechanical. His 
opinions, to say nothing of his emo- 
tions, well up thrice weekly just io 
time for the Montreal S&r deadlines. 
It’s all so sad. Even when a real ocm- 
sion for writing comes along, he no 
longer can be govern* by anything 
higher than the desire to acquit him- 
self modestly before going home to 
bed. When Lester Pearson was dead 
and Lowe was excerpting the late 
Rime Minister’s memoirs for We& 
end, he had an ideal opportunity in his 
allotted space to eulogize the fallen 
leader. (The attempt is included in this ’ 
collection.) But ail he could come up 
with was an ‘anecdote about how, 

when Pearson was a rlsing diplomat, he . 
once let Lowe remain in his hotel suite 
to take cover from a rainstorm. Every 
ounce of feeling and clevemcss has 
been pounded at last from the ancient 
Underwood standard. Thii is not so 
much a book as a warning. 

*** 

MONTREAL (wrappers $2.00, 30 
pages) is a new poem by the distln- 
guished poet of that city, John 
Glassco, and one of the fist titles of 
DC Press, which is what remained with 
founder Louis Dudak after the splin- 
tering of Delta Canada press. SIgni% , 
candy, the long poem (Glass& 
energy seems to increase with his age) 
is noticeably Dudekean in its music 
and audio technique, making use of 
found quotations and historical 
anecdote and stating how sad it all is 
this great city is changing and going to 
hell with the rest of the modem world. 
One of its best sectlons is the one In 
which Glasoco’ recounts a visit in his 
youth to Montreal’s old lava beds, 
then being razed - something Dudek 
hImself does in an old poem of his 
‘own. Yet visually and cerebrally it is 
very much a Glassco poem, a major a 
one, and this means it should be read 
and put alongside the other work of 1. 
the man who in the fmal sorting-out ’ 
will stand much higher than for some 
mason he stands today. 

DOUG FETHBWNG 

Doug Petherling, who with thlr &sue 
JoIna Books in Canada a8 cm a8sochle 
edftor, Is e To.mnto poet and joumcllat 
who w&es regulcrly for Saturday 
Night and the Toronto Star. 
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THE HEADLESS VALLEY 
RANULPH FIENNES 

Musson Book Ca 
cloth S89* illustrated; 222 p7gccr 

rcvlewrd by Jean Melusky 

RANULPH FIl3NNF.S (0; Captain Sir 
Ranulph Twisleton-Wykeham-Finnes, 
as the bodk jacket identifies him) is 
apparently a freelance adventurer, a 
rough oeeupation in days when the 
available monarchs lack both the 
fmancial resources a;ld the greedy 
hopes of spices, gold, or land that 
launched the Magellans and the 
Columbuses of history. Consequently 
Sir Ranulph must travel through some 
rough fmncial waters before his ex- 
pedition even reaches the wild rivers 
of Canada’s North. An account of that 
expedition is the subject of this book. 

The British Museum @II sponsor 
him if he brings back fossils. The 
Royal Zoologi~l Society wants a 
Least Weasel. And the prhices of com- 
merce become intoxicated by the 
heady aroma of publicity when they 

hear that the London Observer is to 
, report on the expedition and the BBC 

to film it. In fact, at least one of the 
purposes of the book Is advertising. If 
we check the complete lit of sponsors 
at the back of the book, as we are 
adtied to do on page 22, we can find 
out whose blades kept Ben usher’s 
face so smoothly shave. whose coffee 
washed down welcome mouthfuls of 
wh- meat paste and whose cheese, 
and so on. 

If you are uncurious about such 
details, you can rush +ad into a 
fairly readable combination of Bdven- 
6, history, anecdote. The expedi- 
tion itself takes Sir Ranulph and his 
crew from Fort Nelson, B.C. to Vlr- 
ginia FsUs in the North West Territo- 
ries, and then down from the Yukpn 
border along the Kechiia, Tochieka, 
and Fiiay Rivers to the Fraser River, 
and ultimately to Vancouver. It is an 
ambitious journey, scune 900 miIes as 
the crow flies and rather longer as the 

riven flow. It is also a rough journey, 
through rapids and over cataracts and 
into massive log jams that might easily 
be expected to upsize the three in- 
flatable boats. In fact there are quite 
enough ‘%earlys” to @e the story the 
proper tone for adventure. disaster just 
bare& avoided. They decide to go 
thrdugh the Moran Canyon, which 
they cannot reccmnoitre because the 
cliifs are angled too acutely to allow a 
look at the n’ver. Nor can the locals 
give them any help. An Indian chief 
informed them that, not being crazy,’ 
he had never been in the canyon nor 
would ten thousand spirits drive him 
there. They do try it, and survive. 

The book takes its title from the 
first leg of the journey, which takes Sir 
Ranulph into the remote region of the 
South Nahanni River (Nahanni is an 
Indian word meaning “somewhere 
over there and beyond”) and through 
what has been variously callea the 
HeadlesrV&y.,Deadmen Valley, and 
the Valley of tb6 Vanishtng Men. The 
valley acquired’ its name after the 
headless skeletoqs of three prospectors 
were found there shordy after 1900. 
And since that time, somewhere be- 
tween 17 and 29 men have died or dis- 
appeared there under mysterious cir- 
cumstanoes. Cynics sscribe all the 
deaths to natural causes, myth-makers 
to a curse on prospectors (one gentle- 
man qdvisad the crew not to prospect 
if they wanted to coma out alive; they 
did, but panned only fools’ .pld, 
which presumably wasn’t protected by 
the curse), or to the existence of some. 
mystery animal of the Canadian north. 

The author also attempts to people 
his narrative titb the collection of 
“characted obliitory to this genre. 
He has good material in Skook David- 
son, an octogenarian white hunter of 

:DRNEL,“S KfllEGHOFF 
jugher De Jou”anco”n 
n the history of art there is no artist 
who contributed mom to establishing 
xintlng I” Canada than Cm”&3s 
Krieghoff. 
rho pager of this beautiful book 
trace the artist’s caner step-bySteP. 
Ihe thread of hii penonabtv. hb “n- 
cmwsntio”al, sincere and waging 
psno”&tv with a carefully * 
pearched and written text all BR 
hanad with 45 hand-tipppld full 
cofour repmductio”s and 121 black 
and whire photographic rspmdue 
tlons of his work. 
With the longawaited publication of 
rhii outstanding volume. - the first 
complete biography of Cornelius 
Krfsghoff - Canada’s pmmler artist 
of the “ineteemh centurv achiwxs 
tha hnporta”~ which he iusdv do 
selves. $2495 

g,MUSSON 
GOOK COMPANY 

SO LeamIll Road. Don Mills. Ontado 
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THE I~TERNATlOMAL 
5OOW OF TREE9 
Hugh Johnron 
I” thorough and loving detail Hugh 
Johnlo” ccwn the stwtwe and life 
cycle of tme3, we& place in eeolwv. 
forervy ,xst and prerent, trees and 
history, planting and punning. the 
art of bonsai. With nearly 1.000 
photographs and drawings. the heart 
of the book is a complete. vlwallv 
birautiful omnibus of all dsciduour 
and wnikmus Veer. tics? illustre 
tiorU - I” full colour o” every wad. 
pale - are accompanied bv a text 
that qMrkleJ with a mixture of fact 
and folklore. At owe a guide. a 
tribute to besutv. and a” essential 
referexe work for gardenen bota- 
nists. nature lovers, and eCOlOWS. 

30 Lasmlll Road. Don MIlla, Ontsrlq 
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the Northwest who has become some- 
thing of a legend in his own time. But 
Fiennes is not, lie Gerald DurreU for 
&ample, a talented creator of charac- 
ter. The crew members are virtually 
indistinguishable. He has a talent for 
unnwxnorable quotes (“My God,” ex- 
claimed Bryn, “even a Welshma” 
would go mad here Is he were caught 
in the open for more thanten minutes 
with no repellent.“). 

Fiennes’ skills are better exercised 
in reco&i”g the actual progress down 
the rivers. There -are things to be 
learned about “plat&g” an inflatable 
boat, about manoeuvering one’s way 
through whirlpools, about slipping 
into the chute over a cataract: There 
are times .when we must forgive Sir 
Ranulph for hearing the “thunder of 
doom”, “entering hell”. and facing a 
“wall of death” in a single paragraph, 
but) he does manage .to save these ex- 
cesses until he meets the Fraser’s most 
formidable sketch of rapids. The book 
is nbt the best example of its kind; but 
it is ati interesting enough adventme 
for tb6 sedentary travellet. 0 

LOOKDICK, 
SEEJOE 

RUN 
QUARTERBACKING 

JOE THHSAhM 

C6I?%!?4facmilLm Cad Lmt 
pnper 33.9s: Iuusmt& IO8 pnges 

reviewd,by Jack Hutchinson 

THE STORY GOES that Joe Theis- 
man” UteraUy made his name at Notre 
Dame. Or at least remade it. One of 
the South Bend football flacks is 
supposed t6 have persuaded the young 
quarterback from New Jersey that he 
should change the way he pronounced 
his name to make it rhyme.witb the 
name of the trophy awarded every 
year to the outstanding college, foot- 
ball player in the United States. And 
so, in another triumph for manldnd 

..and the art of public relatiws, Tease- 
ma” became Thighs-ma”. 

As most people know, youni Jw 
What’shis-name went on to become a” 
AU-American with Am Parseghbm’s 
Fighting Irish. But, sad to relate, hia 
quarterbacldng at Notre’Dame did not 
win him the Heismao Trophy. Now, 
playing his third seaso” for the Tomn- 
to Argonauts, he isn’t likely to.win _ 
&y awards for his @rt&acki~, 
either. 

: 

The book appears to have bee” 
assembled, not really written, from ths 
massive conventional wisdom accumu- ’ 
lated in, football play books. It 
abounds in such ‘words as “dedica- 
tion”, “co”fiden&‘, “communica- 
tion” and “leadership”, the .debaped 
common coinage of big-time sports 
and, one might add, the jargon of a 
particularly unpleasant lot of poUti-_ 
cirns. 

I cannot rid myself of the suspicion 
that the book has also been assembled 
with a very cunning eye toward itq 
future sales in the U.S. where Joe 
Theismann is’likely to be playing his 
?ootbaU next year. when his contract 
with the Argonauts will have run out. 
The suspicion began to nag because of 
the ,vagueness of the chapter on “How 
to Play QuarterbacK’. Obviously,’ 
there are real tactical differences be- 
tween the’ America” game, with ik 
four doltis, and the Canadian game, 
with three, _but Theisma”” simply 
glosses these over. And at one point he . 
refers to the part of the fiela inside the 
2Oyard lie as “the four-down area” 
- a clue. at least, that his mind was 
not entirely on Canadian football and 
a Canadian audience. 

The point is that it would be rela- 
tively easy to replace the photos of 
Theismann ib a” ‘Argonaut uniform 
with pictures of hbn doing his stuff for 
Notre Dame or the Miami Dolphins 
a”d - voila! - there you have your 
second, or American, edition. Clever. 
So full marks to the publishers for 
their commercial for&ought,_ any- 
way. 

The book is &o well packaged. It’s 
bright and. attractive, wi& plenty of 
pietuB and diagrams, lots of white 
open space, and very large print that 
brings children’s books to mind. In 
fact, it’s probably fair to say tbat the 
book is a kind of Dick and Jme for 
asphing you”g quarterbacks, a primer 
or first reader for a highly specialized 

___--.. _____ _ ___- . ._- _.-. _ ____ ._ ____-.___-- - . . 
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trade. Looked at in this way, it’s still 
not a very good book, and the trouble 
would seem to be with Theismann’s 
uncertainty about the age, competitive 
level and sophistication of his poten- 
tial buyers and readers. If a book of 
this ldnd is too complex - like a 
coaching book - the kids won’t be 
able to grasp it and won’t read it;.on 
the other hand, if it’s too simple, the 
fathers won’t buy it. The result ap- 
pears to be an attempt at something 
for everybody. Almost inevitably, 
nobody goti very much. 

Let me ‘be more specific, Theis- 
maon’s lbpage chapter on “Exer- 
cise” and another eight pages on 
“Equipment” are obviously meant for 
the youngest beginner, the playground 
or early higb school player, the kid 
who is turned on just by the idea of 
being a football player and, specifical- 
ly, a quarterback so that he alone can 
get to wear one of these neat turtle- 
necks under his uniform. Is then real- 
ly any boy who’s past the ninth grade 
and doesn’t know how to put on a 
jockstrap? Yes, that’s pretty funda- 
mental stuff ahight. And so something 

THE DEVIL’S LIGHTER 
John Ballem 
A thrilling action nwel sst in 
Canada - bv ths well known 
authority in the Camdisn oil in- 
dus,,v John Ballem In I vmrld 
where oil applier IIIU rapidlv 
dwindling. when countrior =rO 
greedy for nwtn and more oil - 
this bitch goddess draw mBn 
from all corners of the world in 
frantk pumit. 
“John Ballem has h0w11 how tar- 
rifving the Canadian North TesuV 
is. Ballsm knows what tha oil 
burlnar is all about, and he SUUD 
cs&ullv drives home his point 
that ollmen earn every csnt they 
make and that they live mom bv 
dmam, than by gusher.” - Reg 
“i&err. Calgary Herald. 97.95 

@ GENERAL I wIIIsYINo so.l.M”Eo 
80 Lesmlll Road, Don Mills, Ontadl 

enough, I suppose - after all, what’s 
$3.98 these days? - if it weren’t for 
Theismsno’s apparent approach to the 
game, the way he seems to think 
about it. For instance, he map out 
practice schedules that run from two . 
to three hours a day. He recommends 
that quarterbacks should look at ftis 
a1 lcasr ao hour a day during the 
season. And he appears to endorse 
fully the late Vice Lbmbardi’s much- 
quoted horsesbit that “Wiining isn’t 
everything - it’s the only ting.” We 
have to ask whether football, a rough 
game for boys, is really important 
enou& to monopolize three or four 
hours of a kid’s life every day. We have 
to wonder how many parents, coaches 
and even players - at least in Canada 
- would want such long practices. 
Some of the best pro tesms manage to 
get on and off the practice field iu an 
hour and a half. ‘IXen there’s the 
question of how many football teams 
in Canada below the level of the CFL 
and some of the colleges have the 
money necessary to film their games; 
And even at the level of the pros, I 
think that most people with’ any sen- 
sitivity at aU recoil instinctively from 
@e Lombardi “ph&xophy” lheis- 
maon seems to respect. 

I 

a little more esoteric is put into the 
package - another eight-page chapter 
on ‘The Triple-Option Quarterback”. 
“Triple Option” is one of the TV com- 
mentators’ favourite phrases these 
days, and that should hook the dads 
and maybq even a few young coaches. 
As 1 say, nobody gets w%y much. 

AU of this stuff would be harmless 

Besides ik quota of jargon and un- 
examined. premises, the book isn’t 
even well written. Te)Ung how to make 
a hanSoff, Theismann writes, “Im- 
mediately, the baU carrier feels for a 
point of the baU with the’webbing of 
hi fmgers”! In another plae we mad 
that “the ball is scrimmaged fromthe 
second-yard line after a touchdown.” 
But my chief objection is to the spirit 
of the book. Theismann writes: 
“‘Developing a low. for the game will 
make all the hard workseem mom lie 
fun.” I’m sorry, but if my boy were 
playing football, I’d like it to h fun. 

Jack Hutchinson is a Toronto I%- 
lance writer and producer who enjoyed 
football for 15 ywm x&n of them as 
a player and coach in the CFL. 
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GIVING US 

IN THE MIDDLE’ 
OF A LIFE 

RICHARD B. WRIGHT 
hfactnilla~~ of Canada 

dorb $6 95; 305 wger 

revienvd by Ovid Ht?hVig 

“YOU COULD write the story of life 
in clichds and you would bear true 
witness.” That thought passes through 
the mind of Freddy Landon, the hero 
of Richard B. Wright’s second novel, 
and it indicates something ofWright’s 
concern for the usual, the quotidian, 
what we often see but don’t always 
recognize. 

At 12, Freddy Landon is a failed 
writer, a failed husband. a failed sales- 
man, but somehow not a failure. The 
novel covers a period of three days in 
his present and half a lifetiine in his 
past. He confronts hi daughter, hi : 

divorced wife, his mistress, his father. 
He gets a job. Nothing changes drama- 
tically, but as,& novel goes on, we 
are drawn into Landon’s eziierience 
and feel the weight of the facts of his 
life. 

Wright’s novels belong to that 
central modem tradition that offers 
portraits of people not unlike our- 
selves io places not milike our own. 
His technique is the accumtdation of 
detail. “She had bought a rather 
sporty looking jacket too, a hip-length 
coat of black-and-red-check wool 
fastened down the-front by small 
wooden pegs.” He notices these things 
or invents things for us to notice, pam- 
graph after paragriph, until we are 
soaked with details and sinlt into his 
book. Like Hugh Hood or Brian 
Moore, he is less concerned to expose 
his own soul or dramatize his conflicts 
than to record oi invent a lifelike 
world. His discipline arises from truth 
to fact. He is the kind of witness who 
always remembers what kind of car 
the man was driving. 

Beyond this his knowledge of how 
people talk and behave is precise, and 

he has a fine sense of narrative pace. 
One of the most inoving scenes in tha 
book is one in which Freddy Landon, 
as an apprentice real-estate salesman 
watches his new boss make a desperate 
attempt to sell an unpromising house 
while the jets pass overhead toward 
the nearby airport. The salesman, the 
slatternly housewife, the old couple 
who consider the house and turn it 
down, all these characters are precisely 
delined and sympathetic The whole 
scene is done with a loving despair. Or 
do I mean tIespairing love? 

The quality of acceptance in the 
book arises partly from the character 
of Landon himself. lie is a decent man 
who thinks of himself as a bumbler. 
He often accepts what he doesn’t like, 
and he carries the reader with him. 

The hem of Wright’s first novel, 
The Weekend Man, Wes Wakeham, is 
another decent but inefficient man, 
but he is more ironic than Landon and 
his voice, telling the story in the fist 
person, gives the whole book a lyric 
and comic quality that the new novel 
doesn’t have. Here we are told the 
story from Landon’s point of vi&w in 

. . 

CANADA: ISSUES AND OPTIONS 
. Editcyr: R. P. Bowler, J. L. Hanky, B. W. Hodgins W. N. MacKenzie, G. A. Rawlyk 

CANADA AND THE U.S.: CONTINENTAL PARTN&S OR CANADIENS, CANADIANS AND DUEBECDIS 
WARY NEIGHBDURS? 

This volume Vellts the viral issue of Canada-US. &dons in a way 
A wide yrlety of interesting and provocative so)uma material! 
relating to French.Englih relations am contained in this Mlume 

that combines interest and substance. It contains a wide wrie!q of They pmvikls the reader with an opponunitf to pmbs from both I 
mourc~ materials which encourage the reader to pmbs the con- contarnp~~rary and historical perrpestlve, the economic, cultura 
Nmpprary and hinorical wants, clash of opinions and attitudes as and political issues aMing betwean the two gmup~ 
well as th8 coapemdon that have influenced and will likely mn- 
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the thiid person. It is mope stolid, like 
its hem. G starts slowly, and there are 

some chsracters. Landon’s neurotic 
sister-In-law and her homosexual son 
In particular, that never came to life 
for me. Even Landon’s daughter and 
her draft-resister boyfriend remained a 
bit inert. Wright’s great strength is the. 
ordinary, the off%ze of a greet@ card 
company, a small and seedy real-estate 
oftice on E&on Avenue. His beat 
characters are middleclan, middle-in- ’ 
come men and women, each with a 
voice, a shape, a history, a set of prob- 
lems that are both familiar and slgniti- 
cant. 

As a second novel, In The Middle of 
a Life is encouraging because Wright 
has set aside one of his real strengths, 
the comic voice of The Weekend Man. 
but still created a solid and interesting 
book. It reminded me ? little of Brian 
Moore’s I Am Mary Dunne and doesn’t 

. suffer by the comparison. Richard B. 
Wright strikes me as the kind of writer 
who, with any luck, will move on from 
one solidly crafted book to another 
until he has created a gallery of charac- 
ten and a portrait of the times. 0 

David Helwlg & a poet and novelist 
who teaches EngUsh at Queen’r 
Unbersity in Kingston, Ont. 

COUNTRY 
ROADS 

IF YOU HUM ME A FE-W 
BARS I MIGHT 

REMEMBER THE TUNE 

DONBAILEY 
Obemn Press 

dotb $5.95.~~ $295. lylwger 

reviewed by Terence Roberts 

THIS IS another book of first-person 
prose. There are XI many around these 
days, they ought to be a dime a dozen. 
Every other person seems to have de- 
cided that his life, or someone’s life 
he’s invented. should be told like it is: 
“I hate people who smile about 
now “I was scared, I guess:’ ‘7 
was a lousy milkman:’ and so on. 

A PICTORIAL HISTORY _ 

OF THE DOUKHOBORS 

KOOZMA 3. TARASOFP 
Mom than 700 ram photos, 13 drawbus, pos&v 

and an 8 pa@ c0lox recuon, trace the history of 
the Doukhobor people Born the early days in 
Russia tbmugh to modem limes. It is a critkal. 
idstory, an in-depth sNdy, of a peopls whore tnie 
acbiewments have too often been obscured by the 
sensationalism of a few. An important addition to 
tbc home or classman llbrmy, and arkinly 
inkrating reading for every Canadian. 
280,pp.. hardcover 

MEN 
AGAINST 

THE DESERT . 
,...uIYa”Y 

MEN AGAINST 
THE DESERT 

JAMES H. GRAY 
The great drought of tbe 30s left behind aras of 
dusty land . . . and it wu only through the muNal 
efforts of fumers, scientisk and otbcr dedicakd 
people that the prabie land WY reNmcd to pm 
ductivity. l%is is their story, one of triumph over 
the advenitics of NLNR 
2% pp.. illustrated, hardcover 55.95 

Available from: Western Producer, Box 250, Saskatoon, S7K 2C4 
Eastern Distributor: SAANNES, Box 6209, Toronto, M5W lP6 

STEAM BOATS 

ON THE 

SASKATCHEWAN BRUCEPRRL 

The fmt book we kno\lr of on a subject seldom mentioned in western history 
books. Then really wan a number of unwieldy steamboats plyiig tlic shallow 
Saskakbswan River k the last decades of the 19th century.. . cartying supplies 
and rattlers, even tmops for tbc Riil Rebellion. Author Bruce Peel has researched 
hi sub’ect with dedication and the payoflis a faina- history. illustmkd w!tb 

II ca&IIfmproduced old maps and photos. A valuable addition to any Canadran 

240 pp. h&over $7.95 

FIFTY MIGHTY MEN 
GRANT MacEWAN 

whera there is new land N be explored and tamed. 
there are alwan rugged individuals to do it. And we+ 
km Canada in the early dws attracted a variely of 
than: mksionades, politiciaq cowboys, chkfs.. . n.lI 
had a sham in bulldkg the Vfut Grant MacEwan dii 
cusses them in cnkrkining style. 
E;z MIGHTY MEN qualitll Y I Canadian best 

352 A., hanbxver 53.95 

Available from: Western Producer, Box 250, Sakatoon, S7K 2C4 
Eastern Distributor: SAANNES, Box 6209, Toronto, M5W lP6 
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~YYwHumMeaFewB~~..:isa’ 
cdection of stories that fall in- 
dulgently into the first-person genre. 
They are not stories with Individual 
titles or anything like that, but u”- 
pretentious, almost embarrassingly 
honest episodes in the life of a young 
Canadian around 30 called Gus Bailey 
is not a conspicuous stylist, so eve* . 
though his language is often curt, 
with not one word wasted - “Some- 
one is knocking at the door. A girl is 
standing in the hallway all covered 
with snow. I’d forgotten it’s just two 
weeks to Christmas” - it often leaves 
the effect of a robot or computer’s 
voice fed with pell-meU information 
concerning the nature of human be- 
haviour. Conversely, when Gus suc- 
ceeds in sounding naturally human, 
Bailey’s prose is 6ryly accurate and 
smooth “The new band comes I” short- 
ly after 7. It isn’t hard to spot them. 
They’re old. From where I sit they 
seemed jammed in the doorway like 
four nrell-used‘snov+tires. Hardly any 
tread left. They move awkwardly 
across the floor drag@g their instru- 
men&” And some .of the humour I’U 

admit made mc fall off the chair. Sam- 
ple thix “I’d gotten a ride with one 
man all the way from Calgary and he’d 
taken me through the mountains in his 
little Japanese car that he kept saying . 
‘holds the road tighter than your 
sister’s cunt’. What a sad awful man 
he’d bee”. When I mentioned ail the 

. rain he said it was good because Up till 
the” ‘everything’s been dryer than a 
nun’s tit’.” 

Gus is a drifter, moving in and out 
of Canadian sties and jobs - car sales- 
man, milkman. ad ma”. He is divorced 
with a small daughter whom he visita 
owasIonaUy at his ex-wife’s hame. He’s 
oeroetuallv unsatisfied with his life, .^ - 
complaining doggedly of various forms 
of alienation yet Bndi”g himself in in- 
cidents with strange people and close 
friends that leave his morals hysteri- 
cally amused. There are fleeting love 
affairs naturally, and others that never 
began yet leave hi feeling just as 
empty as if they had ended (you’ve 
heard this tune before, haven’t you?). 
Still, Gus is honestly struggling with 
his life (which is like a soul in search 
of a body and vice versa) not once ever 

thinking of visiting a psychiatrist but 
sort of into self-therapy by being a 
stern realist when confronted with 
somwne’s sad dreams. Gus is in such a 
wnfessional mood throughout these 
stories that any reader reluctant to 
join him in mu&y self-analysis Would 
either have to abandon this book or 
become the reader9spsychiatrist as an 
act of sympathy until the fmal word. 

However there is one episode in 
Gus’ life where aU of Bailey’s writing 
talent finds its perfedt situation. Gus is 
called home by his mother when his 
father is found to have lung cancer: 

“Come ” she raid 
“All riihhr Tom&row. I’11 drive up in 
Ike artemoon.” 
“In the mamw she said. “Gx 
tonight Gus. Come up tonight. I’m 
scarul. Wxen Pm alone with hii I 
don’t know whrl to my: 
“I’U beup tommmw.” 
“Early,” she said. 
“Ye&” And I buy up. It was emi,‘, 
her being scared after al, these yean. 
of being alone with hi. But it wared 
me too in a way. It was Like s”ddenly 
now that he was going to die we had 
to face the facl thal he v/as alive. 

One fmal thought. Throughout this 
book I kept remembering something 

Fortress Publications Inc.. 
P.O. Box 241 
St”ne.y Cxek, Ontia. Canada LSG 3X9 

M,L,TARY BREECH-IOADING RlPLRg by V.D. 
M~js”d,ia B C. 0. Rmwne. Here is the RIllsi 

“7” the adoptlon in ,g67 by the British Army 0 the 
famavr Snide, b,eech-loading rifle, and th? rub 
se “mu raorcb for B weapon Of #Ieater off~lancy. .#,j.. 
“fGcLil Arm textbwk, ,ms publiie m-1810 

d+ry T;h-Lmdlng RlSer altho~ not a” 

with quario ICZZJ approve,. Tixr and the fact that 
both ;l”thon were highly-quallfisd. Mcbniilly- 
orim,ted soIdler& @wvin 
p.lpen,, makes this b”” & 

acceu to ma”y officml 
a vrluable legacy of the 

verv clear form n stow “f the achievements of 
R&h Arms VW a period of newly 100 years. 
Donald Hall ti one OT the greatest living experts in 
thb field and he has made tblr text both lntirestln 
md informrtive. 96 pp., 9.25x?‘*. “ver 100 II. k 
lQ,ly case bound. $895. 

pedod; the “m,t mUable contemponry record of 
the longarms of the Rritirh Arm . 
4 new Photo 

8 
ate, added, an B 

Reprinted,@th 
wRl.Jl “‘umal 

Ul”W&Om. ardcover. Awdlnble October 1, 
197J. $9.50. 
BRITISH ORDERS, DECORATIONS AND 
MRDALS 
by Donald HsU with a F “nwxd by Brigadier Rt. 
Hon. gir lohn &myth, Rt., V.C.. M.C. 

As with all milittia, the Nbjlct of British 
Orders Desomtlonr and Medslr hu stsndily bb 
c”me one of wnsidemble popular ap eaL Thlr 
b”ok. for the t%‘st tbne. m”keravsilable R U colovr 
,,,“stmtionr of virtually evw Order. Oesola$~ 
and Meti, awarded t” me” and vmmen of 
British Isles and. in many EUFL of the Cmn 

GLENGARRY RADGBS OF THB BRITISH LINE 
RRGIMENTS TO ,gg, by W.Y. Cwmm. Now 
for the first time. M important aspect d 
b’adge c”Ue$ng bar been mltten ” in detail ~1 a 
co,,,,hensus study. The tir‘t &n&e sap 
bad es ~nerally Introduced for the nnk and file of 
the dtuh Army were rh”sue w”m on theglengrry 
cop, which WI grad”slly adopted frrom 1868 “h 
wards. In lgg, territprlal regiments of infantry 
were formed, resulting 111 ,.r chanr ol title and 
the abolition “f the old reg mata numbers. In 
Glenglrry B.d,jes WY. Cam,““. Dep”ty D4rest”r 
of the NatIon Army Mureum, 1II”stmt~ all the 
tidges ,,.“I,, by the lnbntry of the line both 
bsfom mtd after the ,881 reforms, and ovldes an 
erudite description of the badges, ,t R: lr battle 
honoun, md data of wur whkb w” be a” lb 
valuable guide for collectors of badges and military 
uniform entb”&nsts alike. 84 ~UWS - 0~1 150 
badges - Ulurtmted - 8* in. x 5% In. - hllY 
bound. 59.95. 

wealth. 

I me 
mm,. CAVALRY AND YEOMANRY sADGBS OLTT 

Le. CFP While there have been severa, specidrt books 
“n the s”bject of Brltfrh Orders, Decor&ions and 
Medab, thlr book pmvides for a need which hoi 
no, prevkmrly been met. The “IO of f”ll colour 
lU”rtr&ions thmugbout maker it “nlque and the 
tex, hu been written with authority. 

The practice d collacting msdJs as a hobby ir 
“no of abrorbi, InNrlrt ““d has gr”~!~ C”“F 
m”“sI in the put few pus. The book ml1 be of 
gr+t : ntwrt to the general public. to the 0) 

P 
nennd spec,a,ist ad .lso to the new coUect”r. 
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Thoreau had written: “The mass of 
men lead lives of quiet desperation.” 
Perhaps Don Bailey had that thought 
in mind when giving us tbis book. 
Readers interested in the serious epi- 
sodes of everyday living that have a 
tendency to add up to the agony and 
ecstasy of life, might find somethii 
to ponder in these pages. 0 

Toronto wrlrer Terence Roberts is 
North Ames-icon edibx of the 
Cuyanese periodical Expressionova. 
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HARRY J. BOYLE 
the Great Canadian Novel 
A suceesful Toronto advenising man 
Is confronted by a number of 
questions requiring an honest rlf- 
appm’aa,. What he finds Is not Plea+ 
am. At age fit,“. Shane Donown IS 
lming hii battle with alcoholism. 
losing the affection of his family. and 
k&g something even nwre Impor- 
tam - bisself-rfswct St.95 

RONALD A. KEITH 
Bush fllot with a Bdefwsa 
At tie age of 22, Grant McConacjlie 
was a bush pilot running his own 
crazy airline in the Canadian North. 
flying Indians, trappws, husk& and 
fish all over the wilderneu. This is 
the incredible story of Grant 
McC~nacbii’s rise from bush pilo! to 
presidmt of Canadian Pacific Ai&; 
at the age of 38. I Ilustrated. . 

BRIAN MOORE 
An Answer from Limbo 
Brendan Tiemay, Zg..haek writer on 
a banal magazlrle. is * ma” with B 
daemon. For years he has dreamt of 
literary acclaim for the gnst novel ha 
luwwr b inside him. Goaded into 

heard 
&told, 

MORNING SMILE. The Toronto Sun 
ran an item recently about its 
monolithic rival, the Toronto Star. 
that is fast developing into a classic bit 
of newsroom humour. In its gossip 
column, the Sun reported that a Star 
summer student, hurrying to a story, 
flung open one of the windowless 
slab-like doors in the S&s new 
building and struck publishe.F Beland 
Honderich in the fsce., breaking his 
glasses -whereupon, in response to an 
Up&&s decree, peep-windows were 
fitted in Srer doors. That’s the story. 
The joke is that the same thing once 
happened at the Sun’s progenitor 
paper, Job W. H. Bassett’s old 
Toronto T&gram In this case, the 
offending door struck heir and 
v&president Johnny F. Bassett in the 
mouth - “snapping:’ Srar people say, 
“the silver spoon in half.” 

WHO FOG? Books in Canada has been 
asked the identity of “Foe”, whose 
cartoons and sketches appear as fdlcr 
in the magazine from time to time. 
Foo is writer and broadcaster Howard 
Engel, author of this month’s lead 
review, on HI@ Gamer’s autobiog- 
raphy. The book, incidentally, has sold 
but quickly its 3,500-copy initial run 
and has gone into a second printing 
of equal size. 

RYSGRRYSGRRYSOR. In our July/ 
September issue, the review of aMe- 
pmiriepm&tepmir, an anthology of 
poetry by Saskatoon poets, failed to 

The new 

CANADIAN 
DRAMA 
SERIES 

Gzneral.Editor 
TOM HENDRY 

****+*********************** 
E%h volume in this new series con- 
tains an introduction by the general 
sditor, including biographical data 
in the playwright and production 
notes on the play prepared with the 
assistance of the playwright. 
L***i**L*~*****~***I~*~**~*~ 

!!! FIRST TWOVOLUMES !!! 
coming soon 

WEDDING IN WHITE 
by William Fntet 

4 powerful comment on social and 
noral attitudes in the 1940% em- 
phasizing the hypocrisy of a father 
whose main concern was to pnserve 
iis own reputation. In its film 
tiersion, WEDDING IN WHITE was 
chosen as the best Canadian fdm of 
the 1972 Canadian Film Awards. 

. . . the writing. in its simplicity 
md honesty, attains a kind. of 
poetry . . : 

Toronto Star 

LULU STREET 
by Ann Henry 

Although set against the background 
3f the wonipeg General Strike in 
1919 and the social issues of the 
time, LULU STREET is not about 
the Strike, but rather about the 
selfishness which can come fmm 
idealism and the narrowness of 
vision whichfrequentiyaccompani~ 
s Cause, shown through a young 
girl’s attempt to break through her 
father’s devotion to a Cause and 
build a meaningful human relation- 
ship with him. 

‘Zulu Street is a compact, delicate 
and finely crafted play . . . More 
importantly, the world she (Ann 
Henry) has created and the people 
in that world are thoroughly be- 
lievable and appealing.” 

~?.lcr?.$ w.?stley 
l *************************** 

Illustrated 
S2.95 each 

Ask your bookseller 
about these new plays 

from 
BELLHAVEN HOUSE LTD. 
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hood of the narrator, Christine, who. 
like the author, grew up in St. Boni- 
face, Man. Awarded the Governor- 
General’s Award for Fiction and the 
French Prix Duvemay, Street of 
Riches is nevertheless not as satisfying 
as Where Nests the Water He& 
reviewed in Part Two of this series. q 

-- 

mention the publisher. It wasn’t really you haven’t yet devoured The Stone 
our fault, IS anthology editor Caroline Angel, The Pir&weUerJ and l%e 
Heath writes: “It does not state TomorrowTamer and Other Stories, 
explicitly in the book who published it. do so as soon as you can. If you have, 
This was due to an extraordinary set devour them again. 

> of financial anangements made prior As For Me and My House, now in 
to the book’s publication. Now the its ninth NCL reprint, has also 
repercussions c~ccur. No one who reads achieved a wide and varied readership, 
the review will know where to order though evidently too late to erase 
it.” WB, now they do. The 52.75 Sinclair Ross’ bitterness at having been 
paperback is available from the Mendel ignored when the novel tirst appeared. 
Art Gallery. Box 569, Soskatoon, The story of a childless clergymen and 
Sask. . . . And. in that same issue, as 
several readers ha& pointed out, Alan 

his wife! stuck in a barren Prairie 
town, has. an almost monotonous 

Edmonds invenled a splendid word to effect on fust rc&ii yet it is dif- 
describe Don Marquis’ inimItable ficult to forget. The Lamp at Noon 
archy. “EntymoIogica8y speaking,” and Other Stories, also highly recom- 
AIan mistyped, “schlepfiing is Yiddish mended, contains much that is auto- 
for wearily dra@g something from biographical and much that is wise. Of 
place.” In other words, speaking as a a young farm couple driven by harsh, 
word-rooted (etymology) insect u&nittingPmirie circumstance: 
(entomology). toujours gai, alan. 0 They were compelled’now, not by 

Inbour, but by the spirit of labour. A 
q&it that pervaded ihcir lives and 

SERIES ON SERIES brought with idlcneu a sent d guilt. 

condnucd fmm page 13 Somet@es they did sleep Me, some- 
times they did pm cards. but alwys 

in dozens of Canadian literature 
uneasily, always repmnchcd by the 

courses at the same time as they are 
!hought of mom important things 
that might tie done. 

being everywhere read by folks whose GabrieUe Roy’s Street of Riches 
usual fiction fare is Arthur Hailey. If consists of 18 episodes in the child- 
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